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Federals Evacuate Agua Prieta.
Douglas, Ariz., May 10. The federal
array evacuated Agua Prieta early 'today, the entire garrison marching out
toward the southwest.
Rebels Will Attack Ensenada.
Tia Juana, Lower California, May
10. General Samuel Pryce, in command of the rebel army at Tia Juana,
declares Ensenada will be the objective of the next rebel attack. About
one hundred federals, said to be at
the Dupee ranch, 25 miles southwest,
must first be disposed of. Everything
is quiet at Tia Juana today and mer- -

Santa Fe Members Rush to Republicans Insist That New General Navarro and Staff
Mexico Constitution Be
Were Compelled to
.; Capitol to Extend Them
"

Not Amended
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ROUSE IN

EDNESDAY MAY

here today by a railway conductor who
was an eye witness of the battle. The
federals were drawn into a trap.
Navarro Hoists White Flag.
El Paso, Texas, May 10. A white
flag has been hoisted over the
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Santa Ke will have more tourist
r before
iiors this summer than
lit.
Scotland, May
in its history. The National Educabodies
have
recovered
been
Eight
tional Association meet, the Sunday
from the ruins of the Empire Music
school convention and other gatherHall, which burned last night. They ings on the Pacific coast will meet
include those of "Lafayette,
the thousands of people passing La my on
Great" and two members of his com- - their way to the Coast during June,
pany, Alice Dale, who impersonated j July and August. City Agent If. S.
the Teddy bear midget, and Joe Cos - l.utz, today received notice of the
ter. Miss Dale and Coster were na- - first speeitl train, which will carry
lives of England.
Lafayette was a 125 visitors from Boston, Massachu- German. He played for 20 years in setts, and which will stop six hours in
the United States. An attempt to res- Santa Fe, on hour at Albuquerque
cue a horse and dog' used in his per- and one hour at Iaguna. The train s
his will be in charge of Dr. W. N. Hartformance, cost the performer
life. According to some of those who shorn, chairman of the executive
escaped from the rear exits, a trained committee of the International Sunday
SEEMS MERELY ANOTHER
lion belonging to Lafayette got loose School association. The letter anCASE OF DOUBLE LIFE. during the panic and blocked the nounced that Santa Ke would have
stage door, through which the per- a longer visit with these people tnau
Thomas
Woolery, Wealthy Kansas formers were attempting to escape. any other place between Boston and
City Real Estate Dealer Meets
Lafayette had a desperate struggle the Pacific coast.
Death at Cheyenne.
with the beast before he got him out
"I think Santa Fe has what Is termot" the way.
ed a woman's chamber of commerce,
Leasee
to
New
Wire
Mexican)
(By Special
which is a very unique organization
Kansas City, Mo., May 10. Thomas CATHOLIC WOMEN ENTER
and I believe if this organization
Woolery, whose body was found near
WAR ON WHITE SLAVERY. would meet this party and extend to
Cheyenne yesterday, lived at Indethem the freedom of Santa Fe
it
a
Bhort
for
near
here
Six Girls Are Saved
pendence, Mo.,
During First would be a big advertisement to Santa
time. The family came from Ainslee,
Week's Work by Central Branch
Fe and one which 1 believe would be
Nebraska. Mrs. Woolery is said to
of the Chicago League.
by the tourists."
appreciated
have been wealthy. Woolery, who
On July 1, 2, 3 and 4, four special
to
a
week
home
left
ago. ostensibly
central excursion trains will pass Lamy from
Chicago, May 10. The
close a real estate deal at Cheyenne,
the East to the Coast, bound for the
branch
of
Catholic
Woman's
the
appeared worried and acted as if he league has ended the first week of National Edificational Association.
did not desire to make the trip, his
Six special trains over the Denver
Its fight against traffic in women
wife said. Mrs. Woolery says she has
a credit of six points, one for & Rio Grande already have been char- with
woman
of
the
no idea of the identity
by eastern delegates to the In- who called at the Cheyenne hotel and 8ch day'8 work' presenting as many
ternational
women
Sunday School associa
were
who
hand
young
in
taken
represented herself to be Woolery s before
temptation could be thrown in tion's thirteenth annual convention in
wife. Woolery's body will be sent to
Paths. Dr. Mary O'Brien Port-- San Francisco June 20 to 27. ThouHis wifa
Ainslee, Neb., for burial.
chairman
of the new headquarters sands of delegates from all over th-er,
left for that place last night.
United States and . representatives
at, room 705 Chicago
Savings Bank
building, stated yesterday that patrols from many foreign countries will atPHYSICIANS SHOULD BE
tend the convention.
EXEMPT FROM TAXES. for the railway stations would be
soon.
started
At
Ail
the
10.
physipresent
depot MME. LE BOEUF
Denver, Colo., May
MITCHELL,
cians in the city and county of Den- matrons are depended upon to guide
"LA PETITE CREOLE"
ver are entitled to an abatement on strange young women to the league
their taxes, acording to Dr. H. H. headquarters.
Interesting Recital Will Be Given at
Stover of 1443 Glenarm street, frpm
Elks Theater Friday Night-J- ohn
whom the board of county commis- CHILD PLAYED WITH
Hunt to Sing.
DEADLY RATTLESNAKE.
sioners received a second communicaA first class entertainment is schedtion asking an abatement. Dr. Stover
bases his contention on the fact that Reptile Sank Its Fangs Into Baby's uled for the Elks Theater at 8:30
o'clock Friday night when Mme. Le
the board has allowed the Masons.
Leg and Little One Will ProbBoeuf Mitchell, Known as "la Petite
Elks, Knights of Columbus and other
ably Die From Poison.
Creole" will appear in a dramatic relodges exemption because of the claim
they make as to their charitable feaFort Collins, Colo., May 10. Think- cital. She will be assisted by Mrs.
Carrie Parsons, Santa Fe; Mr3. Gola
tures.
ing she had discovered some new and
Miss Lave-ni- a
wonderful plaything, Gertrude Harned Brinston, Albuquerque;
a
Rogers. Albuquerque; Miss
block on East Missouri street; the the 3 year old daughter of Mr. and
V. Slaughter, Santa Fe; Mr. J.
house of W. E. Sharp on Upson; plate Mrs. Mark Harned.
endeavored to H.
McCline, Santa Fe; Theodore MarU1, a rattlesnake, which had Just
glass window in the Houck & Dieter
ranwholesale liquor nouse, on san r
awakened from its winter sleep under shall, Denver, Colo, and John G. Hunt
cisco street; federal building;
City a rock. The reptile sank its fangs of Santa Fe.
Madame Mitchell apieared in a
National bank; Mills building; gener-- ! into one leg. The child was brought
al office building of the El Paso &. to this city and is in a very critical recital at the court house about four
hit
three condition. The Harned ranch is 35 years ago. Her hearers were well
Southwestern railroad,
times; in the yard of J. C. Wilmarth, miles from Fort Collins and it is fear- pleased with the program which was
on Upson avenue; residence of Wil- ed the poison may have taken fatal rendered and many declared that she
liam Laughlin, West Missouri street; effect before a physician was sum- was the best reader they had heard In
Santa Fe.
United States branch custom house moned.
The local talent will render musiand immigration station, at the Amercal selections, both instrumental and
ican end of the . Santa Fe street NEW YORK WILL HAVE
SANE FOURTH OF JULY. social, which will be an enjoyable
bridge; union station; El Paso gas
feature of the program, and J. H.
plant; International rooming house,
New York, May 10. The Fourth of McCline will give a monologue.
Fifth and El Paso streets; Santa Fe
All the artists are talented people
Abstract July committee is out with the first anfreight depot; Western
building, corner Overland and Broad- nouncement of its plan for observing and they are fully able and capable
the coming Fourth in a safe and sane of having a crowded house, for the
way.
Red Cross at El Paso.
manner, and it wants to raise, first of price of admission is only 50 cents
first floor, 25 cents balcony.
Washington, D. C, May 10. Ernest all, $100,000. It says that it intends
Tickets exchanged for reserved
H. Bicknell, national director of the to repeat last year's successful celeRed Cross, will leave Washington to- bration on a more elaborate scale. seats at Fischer's Drug store tomorwill he no parade, but there row morning.
night for El Paso, Texas, to organize There
a Red Cross there. Pending- the ar- will be patriotic celebrations with orarival of Mr. BlcknelfTthe gathering of tory and music, athletic meets in ev- STOCK MARKET SAGS
the wounded on Mexican soil and ery part of the five boroughs, and in
TO LOW POINT.
100 (I!y Kpccbil Leased
Wire to Now Mexican)
bringing them into the United States the evening fireworks in nearly
New
will be left to the discretion of Colonel places. "In the last eight years
York,
May 10. Moderate
persons have been injured, 1,CC2 strength developed at the opening of
Stever. The "Red Cross today telegraphed $1,000 to Colonel Stever to persons have been killed and millions the market today, but a fresh outmeet the present emergency in caring of dollars' worth of property destroyed burst of selling took place in
by fire in the United States as the reand the market sagged to the
for the wounded Mexicans.
sult of the
fourth," the lowest. The close was heavy.
Naco Also Evacuated.
says. "Last year the
Wheat Takes Upward Swing.
iDougJas, Aria., 'May 1.0. Agua committee
reChicago, III., May 10. Lack of rains
Prieta, the ' Mexican port across the deaths and bodily injuries were
border from Douglas, which was re- duced 66 per cent in New York and in the spring wheat section caused
captured from the' insurrectos April the loss by fire was greatly reduced.' wheat, to take an upward swing today.
Fair buying put the price of corn up.
17, after an eighteen hour's battle, was
The oats market developed strength
abandoned today by its federal garri- WASN'T SOBER ONCE
IN THREE WEEKS. and sympathy.
son. The federal torce moved out of
Provisions were weak.
the town at an early hour, traveling
Chicago, May 10. Wheat closed
Denver, Colo., May 10. "How often firm. Livy covering by shorts pushin the direction of Hermosillo.
All
federal offices in, the port have been does Pat Walsh get o na spree''" ed the corn market higher. Reaction
All orders for asked Magistrate Stapleton of the followed but the close was firm.
closed and abandoned.
Ms
to municipal court of a witness
the evacuation were duplicated
Naco. Many American mining camps morning. "He don't get on a spr?e
CONSUMPTION FROM BROTHER.
will have to close down through the very often, judge. 'He just gets on
one big one and stays," replied the
Denver, Colo., May 10. Miss Grace
suspension of customs service.
Walsn Bradbury of 1416 Lipau street, dial
Between Agua Prieta and Hermo-- witness, a brother to . Pat.
sillo, a large rebel force is concen- v as arrested last night for abusing yesterday iti Mercy hoipital, one week
trated and it is unlikely that Colonel his aged mother. His brother caused after her admission for
rea'ment
Reynaldo Diaz and Major Luis Medina the arrest arid acted as the prosecu'-in- for quick consumption.
Miss BradBarron and their forces will be able
witness. He stated that Pat went bury died a martyr to sisterly affecto reach Hermosillo without a battle. to work several weeks ago, an atter, tion, contivct.Tig the
from &
Hermosillo is now surrounded by a working three weeks had got jn a brother who-she nursed for many
weeks un'.il death released him. The
large band of rebels, including 800 spree and hadn't been sober since.
death of t!i3 young wonv.i Is doubly
Yaqui Indians armed with Mauser rifles. The Agua Prieta garrison work X X X X X X S X X X X X X X X
sad to her friends as she w.m on the
ed until a late hour last night con - V
threshold of t happy life. She was
'
bout to become a bride of the man of
stractlng new entrenchments. Toward X CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE MEETING
her choice, Ulysses K. Vohe of HJS
dawn, the soldiers began to undo this
Umatilla strc?t.
work, filling up not only the new I
weeks ajo,
e
word cam-- to the bH-jtrenches, but the old ones left by the
Every person interested in
that der
insurrectos. The adobe breastworks X the present and future of Sanbrother, Charles Rraliiury of Cranhy,
were leveled1 to the ground and block
ta Fe should attend the meet-in- g
Mo., wag seriously ill of tuberculosis.
houses south of the bull ring were bat- of the Chamber, of ComAlthough warned ot the danger alio
tered into kindling. Trenching tools
merce this evening at 7:45
would be exposed to, the young wo'n-a- n
were piled in heaps and burned, and
o'clock.
immedist'j'y went, to the bedside
of her str'c!in brother and carefully
(Continued on Page 8.)
tended uiin curing his ,!!ut'Ss " f

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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HIE EXITS

DEATH

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Antonio, Texas, May 10. Lieutenant Geo. M. E. Kelley of the 30th
infantry, IT. S. A., was killed this
morning in a fall from a Curtiss aero
plane at Fort Sam Houston. He was
making a' flight and when about fifty
feet from the ground, shot forward
from his seat, landing on his head.
His skull was fractured and he died
in a few moments without regaining
consciousness.
Kelley was a pupil of
Glenn Curtiss and came here recently from San Diego. Calif. It is believed the accident was caused by the
unexpected starting Hit the engine.
when Kelley was making, a landing.
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Tragedy Took Place This Morn- Attemp to Rescue Horse and Thousands of Them Will Pass
ing During Maneuvers at
Dog Cost Manager of
Through This Summer on
Fort Sam Houston
Way to Coast.
Troupe His Life-

i
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L

Lieutenant Kelley of Thir- Three Actors Among the Fame of Its Woman's Board
tieth Infantry Drops
of Trade Induces ExcurVictims, Edinburg Theater
From Aeroplane
Holocaust
sion to Stop Over

hants are preparing to
their
stores on Pryce's guarantee that they
!will not be molested. Scouting parities have been sent south and east to
jgive warnings of the advance of a
force from Mexicali or Ensenada. The
X Shunt for dead bodies in the rocks and
underbrush near Tia Juana was resumed this morning. Pryce insists
that bis statement last night of the
number of dead and wounded rebels
is correct and that his men are search- ing for dead federals.

Their tiny hands fondling the milk (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
x x.x
bottle supplied them by Game and
El Paso, Texas, May 10.
Washington, D. C, May 10. Neither
Fish Warden Gable, arid their little branch of congress was in session to- X With the hoisting of the white
mouths serenely sucking the white i day but the committees were active.
flag over the barracks of Juarez
Interest on the senate side of the
liquid through a rubber tube, four lit-- :
shortly after noon today, and
tie beavers, who looked like real little! capitol lay chiefly in the (Continued X the surrender of the federals
hustlers for which the name Beaver hearings on Canadian reciprocity be X who had made their last stand,
stands, were the cynosure of all eyes fore the finance committee. Farmers, X the two day battle has resulted
and the source' of intense amusement paper manufacturers, and wire manu X in a victory for the revolutionthis morning at the capitol.
facturers had obtained reservations of X ists under General Francisco
The babe beavers were extended a time in which to address the commit X I. Madero, Jr. The victory was
warm welcome by the members of tee. They seemed to direct their re X not secured without a terrible
Santa Fe Dam No. 80flndependent Or- marks largely to the new members of X loss of life on the battlefield
Deeds of Valor.
,
der of Beavers and several officials the committee. The house committee V as well as on the American
of
of the number
The
estimates
side of the line. The dead may
who belong to this dam welcomed on territories again considered state
dead and wounded are increasing rapfor
hood
Arizona
number
while
New
and
V
de
80,
nearly
them to Santa Fe. The speech of
Mexico,
nearly
idly. Most of the dead have been
150 have been injured, many of
welcome "to our city" was to ha(e lay having been caused by insistence
dragged from the streets and buried.
them fatally. The casualties
been delivered by Acting Attorney of Republican members that New MexThe residents of the town are strivon the American side of the
General H. & Clancy, as Colonel G. ico be admitted without the necessity
ing valiantly to give succor to the
line number four killed and
W, Prichard president of the local of voting on a proposed amendment
whose groans of pain are
wounded,
will
be
There
a
sixteen
wounded.
Scores
of
report of the minority
dam, was not to be found around the
in the streets. J. R. Crum, one
heard
But Mr. Clancy scented a when the resolution is submitted to
physicians, their Red Cross incapitol.
of the members of the American lesignia glaring in the sunlight
joke on him and could not be induced the house on Friday. gion, who yesterday was reported
insur-rect- o
are
federal
- Statehood
and
to leave his office. He, however, read
treating
Up Next Tuesday.
killed, was very much alive today.
X
wounded alike.
up the law and found that it is $50 Special to the New Mexican.
While the federal fire was fiercest, he
Juarez in Ruins.
fine for taking possession of each
Washington, D. C, May 10. Til's
exposed himself in the middle of the
Dynamite bombs, shells, bulbeaver. The little rascals will there- House committee on territories has X
main thoroughfare to give some water
X lets and a conflagration
that
fore not be disturbed though many decided to
to a dying man. Many bullets whizzed
report
favorably the An- X
hours
for
to
for
transformed
them
raged
beavers were anxious
put drews House joint resolution
by him, but he stood in the street
X
from
Juarez
its usually tranquil
,np at their lodge rooms.
the wounded man, who was
the New Mexico constitution X and
helping
A Funny Sight.
sleepy appearance into a
Another American disan
American.
with various amendments to be pie-seX mass of ruins. Numerous adobe
It was a funny sight to., see the
ted to the House an Friday and X
tinguished himself by climbing to the
Mexhouses
of
a
characteristic
Fe
not
Santa
that
drink
beavers
milk,
considered in the House next Tues X ican
top of a big water tank, and hoisting
town, have been razed.
Beaversrdo not drink the article as
a Mexican flag.
The Republicans on rhe commit X As soon as
day.
the white flag was
well as ginger ale, but the way they tee will make a
Surrender Complete-E- l
minority
sup
report,
put their little paws around the milk porting the Andrews joint resolution X hoisted over the barracks and
Paso, Texas, May 10. The surenX
the
of
all
surrender
the
the
federals
with
bottle, fondling it
render is complete.
without amendments.
One of . the X Mexican
thusiasm, displayed by the graduate
flags were unfurled
New Mexican Helps Rebels.
amendments
that
majorityprovides
on
X
house tops and church bells
toward his diploma next month, was
General B. J. Viljoen of Chamberino,
ballots for state and county off- X were
the
to laugh.
ringing in celebrating the
t
Dona Ana county, the renowned Boer
icers shall be on white paper, and fo
X rebel victory.
Like real babies they sucked milk amendments to be on blue
who has become a citizen of
tinted
paX
X
XnX
XX
XXX
XXX fighter;
New Mexico, has been with General
i through a rubber tube and seemed to
and printed in English and Spanper
hate to give up the bottle to another ish'. Any amendments
Madero since the attack on Juarez be
receiving a ma (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
beaver when urged by Mr. Gable who
gan.
vote
to
he
are
proclaimed part
El Paso, Texas, May 10. Stealthily
decided that these beavers are still jority
Gin Hit While in Bed.
of the constitution by Governor Mills. creeping into the federal
strongholds Jesus Varela, a girl, 11 years old,
of the bottle fed variety.
In
the
amended
'Arizona,'
section
perunder
cover
of
darkness and keeping was struck by a stray bullet while in
Funnier still was the way each lit- mits
tle beaver was named after some off- the the recall of all officers except up a merciless hand to hand attack bed in her home, 918 Seventh street.
judiciary.
during the night, the insurrecto army El Paso. She was taken to the police
icial whom he was supposed to mimic.
: Taft Stands Pat.
had practically captured Juarez at 11 station where her wound was dresse.l
Many visitors, including several
"
General Madero start and she then returned to her home.
10. President o'clock today.
Washington,
May
from out of town, were in the gam'e
warden's office most of the morning, Taft indulged in some plain talk in ed for the town to establish his head She is not seriously injured.
of quarters there while the rebel cavalry
A bullet hit the residence of Willstudying the beavers and asking all explaining to
about their capture for they are ex- the national grange that he does not under Col. Villa, the fleetest of the iam Laughlin, on West Missouri street
horsemen
to
intend
revolutionist
is
in
counhot
Canaplay politics with the
pur while Mrs. Laughlin and several
tremely rare In this part of the
try. For months Mr. Gable has been dian reciprocity agreement, even if suit of a detachment of federals flee friends were standing on the porch
anxious to get hold of some live the enactment of that measure by ing southward from town. The rebels watching the battle in Juarez.
beavers and offered as high as $25 a congress costs him the farmers' vote. swarmed into the streets. The resiWhile on her way to church at 10
The president told his visitors bluntly dents of the town, apparently satis o'clock
pair, it is said.
yesterday morning, Ynez
'
fied
was
the
came
was
he
that
that
to
over,
fighting
hear that RepubHow Captured.
sorry
aged 84 years, was struck in the
out
from
their shelters and the shouts head by a
Their capture is interesting. It lican farmers would desert the party,
stray bullet and severely
was known yesterday that Mr. Gable: it the agreement goes through,
but of exultation and victory could be injured. She was passing the corner
hurried to Albuquerque "on official fear of such desertion would not heard on the American side.
streets when
of Kansas and
The sun was burning fiercely and the shot struck Eighth
business." In the Duke City he found change his conviction as to the wisher. She was taken
the
who
revolutionists
have been to her son's home on the corner of
two of the baby beavers as guests of dom of such legislation. He said that
the Albuquerque Dam of Beavers and he believed reciprocity to be the best fighting for hours without food or Seventh and Hill streets..
the other two were at the Aerdome thing for the whole country, and that water, were being relieved by the Delmonico Alarcon, who lives near
residents of the town, most of whom
theater where it is said they were lie did not intend to argue it.
park, El Paso, was struck
seem to be insurrecto sympathizers. Washington
"being entertained with a picture show.
in the small of the back while stand- Occasional firing is heard from the log' in the alley between El Paso and
Investigation showed that the little which is a wooden box and there they
s were screened fvrom the
beavers had 'been captured at
gaze of the barracks where General Navarro is Santa Fe streets near Eighth street
believed to be stationed. The gray at 11:50 this morning. He was taken
by some working man and sold curious.
to do some good dam work.
haired leader has determined to make to the emergency hospital at the po
in Albuquerque for only fl each.
Mora County Census.
a last stand there. A few days aeo. lice station and hurried to the county
Mr. Raymond Seizes Them.
The 1910 census by minor divisions he declared that if the rebels had the
The beavers were evidently having
hospital. The bullet has evidently
whole town and he only .the barracks, lodged in his stomach and he may
high jinks in the theater and at - the for Mora county, is as1 follows:
Mora county, 12,611.
he stin would be able to hold out for not recover.
dam where they ought to have felt
a week, while reinforcements came.
at home when Deputy Game Warden Precinct No. 1, Mora, 817.
Slaughter Is Terrific
Dr. Zuniga, in charge of the federal At 11 o'clock the attack had shifted
;
Raymond got wind of their visit to the No. 2, Cleveland, 585..
No. i, Guadalupita, 447. '
and
hospital, admitted today that he has toward the south and the rebels were
Duke. City. He seized them
treated over a hundred federal wound-- , attempting to force the town from a
No. 5, Cherry Valley, 255.
wired Mr. Gable. '
ed, twenty of whom may die. Around new point of entry. The federals were
No. 5, La vueva, 461.
Those who bought them seemed to
the custom house, church and jail, be- putting up a stiff defense and gave
No. 6, San Jose, 546.
have forgotten that taking possession
tween 35 and 40 federals, he said, are no indication of yielding.
as well as killing beavers means , a No'.?, Golondrinas, 290.
fine of $50 each. Of course in some
No. 8, Ocate, 880.
lying in the streets.
The battle in Juarez bas been a terDr. Zuniga also said that, he knew rible slaughter, both federals and InNo. 9, Agua Negra, 633.
'parts of the country where beavers
Colonel Tamborel, commander of a surrectos suffering.
found destroying trees to an i No. 10, Lucero, 270.
,s are
Conservatively
No. 11, Tiptonville, 212..
part of the Juarez garrison, had been estimated from
sources
falarming extent the game warden
wounded. Tamborel 'is the man who. there are between 300 and 400 dead
No. 12, Wagon Mound, 1,983.
issue a permit to kill them. Such
may
. a '
some
No. 13, Armenta, 316
recently taunted the insurrectos and and wounded on the streets, in the
complaint was received
is believed to have been largely re- houses and lying in the fields, while
t months ago from northern San Juan
No. 14, Coyote, 338.
'
sponsible for the attack, According both keno games are said to be filled
No. 15, El Rito,,' 697.
county.
to Zuniga, Colonel Manuel Pueblito, with wounded of both armies.
To Dam Upper Pecos.
No. 16,AbueItf; 388.1
Mr. Gable intends to keep the beav-- :
commanding the federal 'cavalry, has
No. "17, Carmenv 38ty "
Navarro and Staff Surrender.
'
T
been wounded.
ers here for some days. ' When he met
10. General
El Paso, Te-No. 18, Cordillera; 170.
May
;
them in Albuquerque they were cryDestroyed All Liquor.
Navarro and h. ' :aff have surrenderNo. 19,! tUrquiltCj 408.
ing and he interpreted their cries to No. '20, Watrous,336."5.- '
The insurrectos took charge of the ed to Colonel CSbaldi.
mean "how dry I am." They evidentBulle'ts Fall in Courtroom.
No. 21, Gascon,' 172.""
principal places of business. Colonel
w,
ly wanted a drink but were unable to No. 22,' Roy, 1,293.. :
l ,J Garibaldi and his men destroyed all "A bullet shattered a window pane
sip milk. They were also unable to
the liquor they could find to prevent in the rear of Judge Harper's desk in
No. 23, Naranjos, 331.
eat solid food for they are too young.
the men becoming intoxicated.
Lib- the 34th district courtroom at 11:45
No. 24,; Solano, 394.
'
Then the milk bottle was, pressed inerated
12 this morning and fell into the Jury
here
at
prisoners
arriving
,v
for
Forests.
to service. After tbtey have fattened r A. C. Telephones
all the guards about box.",' Court had just adjourned and
declared
o'clock,
forester
of
Ringland,
the
Third
up on this diet they will be sent to
the
been killed. W.,F. Kelley Ho one was injured. Deputy Sheriff
district, has ordered the construction of jail had Cal... received
the upper Pecos where they can learn of
a wound Bird Holman is keeping the bulh as
Stockton,
extensive
lines
telephone
primarily in the shoulder while standing on the souvenir.
Now at Drug 8tore.
'
for
use
the
of
the forest service canal on the American
Until a place can be prepared for
side,, shortly
j
Railroader's Narrow Escape..
throughout
of
dis
many
the
portions
beavers
are
little
the
the
them
before noon.
guests
t, Engineer Taylor and Lee Manning
of Druggist A, J. Fischer who has trict. A large part of the construcAt 12 o'clock the insurrectos placed
in the cab of an
tion
will
fall
New
in
Mexico.
Of the a cannon in position to bombard the both of whom were
given them a frontj apartment in his
at the Texas Pacific station,
total
engine,
of
00
expenditure
and
be
will
$21,662,
set
for
store
it
them
easy
is
Navarit
drug
reported'
barracks, where
a close call at 11::!0 this morning
to receive visitors. There is a swim- - aside by the forester for . building ro and a number of his men are lo- had
when a steel bullet from the Juarez
New
lines,
Mexico
to
will
use
the
attached
$9,000.00. cated. The first shot fired was a tellapartment
ming pool
battle crashed the window of the cab.
and a sleeping den in which the beav-er- s Of about 600 miles to be constructed, ing blow. :, ,
The bullett passed close enough to
278
miles
of line will be strung in this
take their forty winks.
Colonel Tamborel Dead.
feel the swish of the breeze it made.
territory.
Ablutions.
10.
EI Paso,, Texas, May
Performing
An Asso. Bullets Rain in El Paso.
For the Treasury..
Their nap over,, the beavers this
ciated Press correspondent returned
Bullets
have been raining in El
Territorial
and
Treasurer M A. Otero from Juarez at 12:10 where he inter
a large
afternoon took a bath
crowd including many ladies gathered has received the following sums for viewed General Pasqual Orozco, the Paso for two days from the effect of
around the windows to see the cere- the treasury: Charles V. Safford, bank rebel commander. General Orozco de the battle in Juarez between the insurrecto and federal forces.
Hunmony, which to many proved more in- examiner's fees. $25; Charles D. Mil- clared that none of his chiefs had
of
bullets
have
dreds
struck
the
th
ler,
territorial
Miss
Kellerman
engineer, refund, $7.20; been hurt and that he had practically
teresting then seeing
take the great dive. The first beaver board of county commissioners
of driven all the federals from town. The streets, six people have been killed
Mora county, road fund; $500,
talked
and
put his "hands" in the water and then Game
with .Colonel and 12 have been wounded. Among
and Fish Warden Gable 75 correspondent
the buildings hit by bullets are tjhc
his feet and finally his tail which is
the
of
federal
Pueblito,
army, who
trowel shaped and which aids in build- cents. .
nas a wound in his eye. Pueblito de- folowing:
'
Residence of Mrs. M. Grandmougin,
BlaeKmailing Letters.
clared that Colonel Tamborel was
ing dams. ; He then deftly washed ibis
mouthand cute little face with his Blackmailing letters are the latest dead. He sad he hardly had believed next door to Elk Club, almost striking
hands, put one "finger" in each eye excitement here. Some have been the insurrectos could take the town Mrs. F. P. Blair; in the yard at 807
Roosevelt avenue, two miles from :he
and then stroked his chin. A shout of written on s typewriter, some with a so easily.
firing, six inches from O. J. Aliens
delight went up from the crowd and pencil and some In ink. The letters
Federals Walk Into Trap
severs! ladles exclaimed "You. little are said to show the grossest Impertithe home of James Munsey, 805
fcot;
10.
Texas,
Reliable
Laredo,
May
nence and were sent to ladles and Information, that fifty-sidarling."
federals Roosevelt avenue; C. G. Hawkinsou'n
v The other beavers followed suit and
were killed at Baltlllo yesterday in a porch, at 600 Upson avenue; In tb
then retired to their private room,
(Continued on Page Bight
fight with Insurrectos, was ' brought yHrd of R- - B- - Blas. I" the ten hundred
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was accompanied

FOLEY'S

The Little Store

HONEY-T- AR
FOR ALL COUGHS AflD COLDS

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

Know In Every Loaf"

I

TRY IT

G

EH
Southern
WE

GIVE

UL

Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.,
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
more than the best. He writes us,
"All those that bought it think it is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in one day.
Please accept thanks." Sold by all
druggists.
A Yaqui Love Song.

No. 40.

Telephone

ALL

TICKETS WITH

REGISTER

Y

For bronchitis, hoarseness and
tickling in the throat. Especially
recommended for children and
delicate persons. No opiates. A
medicine, not a narcotic. The
Bee Hive on the carton is the
mark of the genuine. Refuse
substitutes.

PURCHASES.

CASH

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

(Western Liberal).
Recently a Yaqul Indian got a job
herding goats on the Gila and amazed
the other citizens of the section by
his' wonderful singing.
His songs
were a mixture of Mexican and InA Redrock Rimer, who underdian.
stood a little Spanish and was good
in guessing the meaning of the Yaqul
made the following translations of one
of his songs. The Rimer assures that
all but the next to the last line was
pure Yaqui:

EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

Fortune play at blind man's buff,
CAKES Let
She's both a thief and a liar,
Thou art a woman, 'tis enough,
Nor more do I desire.
Time adds new glory to thy brow,
And if thy beauties fade,
The sun has not the luster now
As when thou wert a maid.
The moon that sails athwart the sky
PHONE 191 BLACK
To blindness cannot be,
For beauty dwells but in the eye .
And when I gaze into thine eyes
And know thee by my side,
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever Let others live unwed and wise,
My heart is satisfied.
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
ionium TUT PTITC

FRESH

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen

miuunu mil uiniL

ANY BOY

liliWO

CAN RUN

THIS.'

1

C

j

Romero Violated Pure Food Law.
at Las Vegas,
Benigno Romero
ENGINE.
pleaded guilty in federal court to a
violation of the pure food and drug
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care law and was fined $50.
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
Marriage License Issued.
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
A license to marry was issued at Al$70.00
buquerque to Manuelita Sevedra of
Madison,
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your Los Duranes, N. M., and Melquiades
Nuanes of Candelarias, N. M.
work. For sale by

fob

Price

Wis.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

WHOLESALE

&

Santa Fe, N. M.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Girl Drank Chloroform
Four year
old Lilian Turner, while visiting at
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, got hold
of a bottle of chloroform and drained
its contents.
Prompt medical help
saved the child from death.
Fell Under Freight Train Manuel
Martinez of Duran, Torrance county,
fell from a freight train at Vaughn,
Guadalupe county, and besides having his two legs ground to a pulp sustained such internal injuries that he
died.
Immigration
Inspector Let Out.
As a result of an effort on the part
of the government to economize, custom inspector Briggs of Tucumcari,
has been let out, and the work of his
office consolidated with that of the

by William Hile-maa student of the University of
California, who acted 'as interpreter
for Mercan.
The Argentina government intends establishing a reclamation service and Mercan is making a
tour of the United States examining
the various irrigation projects of
note.
Mr. Hill and Mr. Gault showed
them around camp, giving them such
information as they desired concerning the proposed Elephant Butte dam.
Las Vegas Elects Teachers.
All of the teachers at present employed in the Las Vegas city schools
with the exception of Miss H. M.
Hodgin, who did not apply for
have been
by the
board of education.
Superintendent
Rufus Meade was also
and
his salary raised to $1,600 per year,
an increase of $160. The salary of
B. S. Hale as principal of the high
school was fixed at $1,000 for the nine
months' term. An increase of $5 per
month was granted to a number of
teachers giving them $65 a month.
The following teachers will remain
under the old schedule, but will receive an advance of $5 per month, according to a resolution that passed
the board several years ago: Rachael
Ward, $50; Marie Schaefer, $53; Te
resa. Devine, $60 Bertha Papen, $55.
The board fixed the tax levy for
school purposes at 12 mills of which
10 mills is for contingent expenses
and 2 mills for interest.

IT.

K

Life Insurance

Insurance

Which ?

Established I856.

Weldon,

A

T

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Pbone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TH0VUS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
SANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
BMSBBaSSBSSSSSSSSSjSMISSSBMSM

fn SSm mm

Big Log Drive.
The Santa Barbara Tie and Pole
company is carrying forward
improvements upon their loading switch
at Domingo, 45 miles south of Santa
Fe on the Rio Grande, in nivnnratlAn
for handling a bi drive of railroad
ties from the Santa Barbara. The
drive, which will probably include ud- wards of 500,000 hewn ties, will be
oegun in aDout three weeks. It will
be the biggest in the history of the
company and the biggest transporta
tion or the tie lumber in this manner
ever accomplished west of the Missis
sippi.

I

5

Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME

j

although the scenery was not a bit
interesyng."

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth '
Carpets
Rugs

Phone 213

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex-Calai-

-

s

English Taffeta
Denim

'

FOR HALF A CENTURY

I P.O.

Curtains

THE

LEADING

DRY GOODS

Box 219

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY

Phone No. 36 a

.

re

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT '"BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have

It

Phone 14

AND RETAIL Wood
a1 WHOLESALE
Screened CERRILLOS Lump
RATON
YANKEE!.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

i

SSOT5i.755S!
Telephone

101

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

p
JilLL

taP'oved and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
aodRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in IheEspanola Valley with the Very Best of wafer rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barf ain.

PAR

rUIV

C AI

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington Ave

Julius Muralter R M JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

lOOD'YS HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

From
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have
modern facility for furnishing
very best rough or dressed

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets
Both North
South
rrery
.

the

Bound Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way; Good covered hack
teams.

arrival et
arrives at
any other
and good

des to Main
milaffOoxsrt"fcl.

us(i55T4
Charles W. Dudrow FARE
$5.00

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Hetses.

cihL Thooe

- WINDS

-

tieeJrf kxtfEt
fafce UYm LC2.
9 rafa
Ariics
Frn'rfiL

CHA5. CL0S50N
3

Zook's Pharmacy

jt

,

some rude bumps.
"Otherwise I enjoyed my trip fine,
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to our their orders in that line will surely
any case of Itching. Blind,
Bleeding or Pro refer you to us. We have built up a
6 to 14 days or money retruding Piles in
funded, 60e. '
reputation for doing high-clas- s
work
In a short time and at a very moderate
We Have Built Up
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.

Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
in
New
Mexico
Envoy
Argentine
The reclamation camp at Elephant We will be pleased to figure on your
Buttes was visited the past week bv contracts.
engineer Augustin Mercan, special en
voy of the Argentine government. He
i

MARCH

BROS. CO.

Yourselves

This leaves train arrived at Fort Worth turned
Phone Black immigration inspector.
only two government men in Tucum- him over to the police.
Meyers
45
cari.
squared the deal by paying the
and freight charges and was
Carl Eklund Pleads Guilty.
allowed to continue on to Galveston.
Carl Eklund pleaded guilty in fed
Meyers took his whole experience
eral court at Las Vegas to two in as a
joke, but he had something to
dictments charging him with consDira say relative to the method
of handling
cy to defraud the United States out express as
interpreted by some ex- of homestead lands. He paid a fine of
uauuiers.
i wisn i naa a
$l,o00. Charles W. B. Brvan of Clav jjitoo
chance to get back at those fellows
ton pleaded guilty to perjury and was
who handled my box at Kansas City,"
fined $500 and sentenced to six months
he said. "They sure had their gloves
in jail.
off when they handled me and I
got
Rio Grande Is Rising.
The heavy snows of the past winter
in the mountains of Colorado and
Northern New Mexico are just now
causing a steady rise of the last two
or three days in the Rio Grande. The
river is higher now than it has been
at this season in several years and is
steadily rising. If the present rate of
increase continues it will overflow
its banks in low places within another 24 hours, for it is now between a
quarter and a half mile wide and well
up to the fringe of trees that skirt its
banks.

Incorporated 190J

111.

SIX AND EIGHT YEAR
OLD BOYS INDICTED.
San Antonio, Texas, May 10. One
of the most unusual indictments ever
returned by a grand jury in this county came to light yesterday when Willie
and Preston Lewis, aged respectively
six and eight years, were called in
the 37th district court charged with
TRIP FROM KANSAS
burglary. When Judge Dwyer saw
TO TEXAS IN BOX. the children he said: "Are these the
accused? Well, in all my experience
These little tots
Banks Meyers Has It In for Union De- this is the limit.
are too young to be lectured by the
pot Express Handlers at
court, much less tried for the offense.
Kansas City.
Houston. Texas. Mav
Banks They must be sent home and an offl- It was alleged
Meyers of Lawrence, Kan., wishing to cer accompany them.
come to Texas but without the ex--1 tnal lnc cnuaren naa Deen usea oy
pense of a first class railroad ticket, older boys t0 cllmb over transoms
chose a novel scheme to get to Gal- - ,ana mner nouses- - Tney naa Deen ln
Ja wree weens.
veston bv enclnsimr himself in
box and having himself expressed as
a "talking machine."
Had not a WILL STOP WHISKEY
TRAFFIC ON TRANSPORTS.
flask of water broken before
he
San Francisco, May 10 Major H.
reached Fort Worth, he probably
would have arrived at his destination, P. Young, U. S. A., quartermaster in
but his thirst became unbearable and charge of transports plying out of
he was forced to step from his box, San Francisco late today sent a wiremuch to the surprise of the messen- less message to the transport Sheridan, which sailed yesterday, directing
ger in the express car.
At Fort Worth, Meyers was taken her officers to search the boat for
He also aninto custody, but was later released, contraband intoxicants.
and he journeyed on to Galveston, but nounced that he would begin an inon the cushions of a first class pas- vestigation of the alleged illicit sale
of liquor on transports.
senger coach.
Meyers took his ride in a wooden
$100 Reward $100.
box six feet in length, three feet wide
The readers of this paper will be
and three feet deep. He procured the
box at a music store at Lawrence, and pleased to learn that there is at least
science
a friend attended to the shipping. one dreaded disease that
to cure in all its
Providing himself with a lunch and has been able
Hall's
two flasks of water Meyers crawled stages, and that is Catarrh.
into the box, pulled the lid down over Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
him, the friend tagged the box to Gal- Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
veston as a "talking machine" and requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
saw Meyers and the box off.
The first night he slept well, but ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereawakening in the morning found one
of the water flasks had broken. Only by destroying the foundation of the
and giving the patient
a small quantity remained in the disease,
other flask and by 8 o'clock the next strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
morning the water supply was gone
The proprietors have so
and he was getting thirsty. By noon its work.
curative powers
his thirst had become unbearable and much faith in its
when the train was 30 miles out of that they offer One Hundred Dollars
Fort Worth he was forced to slip off for any case that it fails to cure.
the lid of the box and scamper for Send for list of testimonials. Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the water cooler.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
He took the messenger by surprise
Take Hall's Family Pills for conby his sudden appearance but told
stipation.
his story when the messenger demanded an explanation as to how he
got in the car. The messenger forced
Ask
him back into the box and when the

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

i

Gentlemen: "During 1905, my physician sent me to Texas, from there to Colorado. I became worse and was sent
home to die. I heard of Eckman's Alterative, began treatment, and was. cured.
I earnestly recommend Eckman's wonderful cure for Consumption."
(Signed Affidavit) ARTHUR 'WEBB.
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For gala by all leading druggists and
by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.

pap-seng-

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

10, 1911.

or Death

People willingly pay larg-- sums for
life insurance, which is really death
Insurance; but real life insurance freconsists in taking Eckman's
quently
Alterative.
Can any "ung sick" person afford not
to take the Alterative?
It sharpens the appetite, makes life
look different, brings better health with
Ofion persons
greater earning power.
are so much improved that they can
work even before they are finally cured.
Investigate it, jf you are broad mindeda
be
enough to believe that there can
cure for Consumption which has not been
exploited, or which is not
sensationally on
climatic or diet restricbased merely
tions. Mr. Webb's report follows:

.

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

a

C

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
:
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
--

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
r

i

n

i

WEDNESDAY,

MAY
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A GOOD REASON.

Santa F

People Can Tell Yea Why
tt la 80.

FIREMEN

HAVE

HOME

SPLENDID

Doaifft Kidney Fills care the came
o2 disease, and that is why the cures
are always lasting. This remedy
strengthens and tones up the kidneys,

bers as has been the case in the past.
Wide Staircase.
Going upstairs one sees a wide
staircase that a Grand piano could be
moved up with ease. It is not a steep
climb to go up these stairs and they
are the kind the public will wish erected in new public buildings. They
save one's breath.

!

and urinary complaints. Santa,
ple testify to permanent cures.
Jose Ortte y Baca, Alto St, Santa
Fe. N. M, says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
tor pains in my back which bad
troubled me for three years. Doan's
Kidney Pills brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
public statement In their favor. Now,
after two and a half years have passed, 1 gladly confirm every word of that
testlmonal. I can add that I have
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
them a more thorough trial and have
received great relief. I konw that
tola remedy la a sure cure for backache and kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers.. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. PoBter-MllbuNew York, sole agents for the United
States. Remember the name Doan's and
&fce no other.
rn

a

if you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

try

ing.

IS

EXCELLENTLY

ILLUMINATED

And Every Detail of Construction
Shows Common Sense and
Good TasteThe Santa

Fe Fire

-

Department's

new home is a gem.
Moreover, it Is
in fine setting.
The splendid new structure built
on the north side of San Francisco
street just south of the postofflce is
practically finished and when one
considers that the cost was only
about $12,000 one wonders how it
A. Windsor was the
could be done.
architect and builderv and he has
given the firemen their money's worth
so declare those who went through
the building today.
One ot the striking and sensible
features of the construction of the
According
building is its lighting.
to the Virchow maxim, "Enter sun
light, depart disease," has been look
ed after. The building has not been
erected to occupy every inch of the
It
lot owned by the department.
stands a good distance from the
street, allowing the street to widen,
as it may have to eventually. There
is room on the east, west and north
sides for lighting and no new struct
ures can ever be erected so close as
to cut it off. There is sound sense
to this idea.
It is remarkably substantial. With
a concrete foundation and brick walls
strong enough to support a -- third
story, the building is built two stories
The brick is the penitentiary
high.
made excellent article and is laid with

that may be rented out. It would be
an Ideal dancejiall. My, what floors!
And what splendid ventilation from
nine or more windows. You do
not have to get overheated In that
And then the lights, the artiplace.
ficial lights, are to afford "indirect"
illumination. Thev will soar heavenward, those darts, and your eyes will
be pleased, not stunned by the effect.
You can just bank on it that Frank
Owen, chief of the department and
manager of the Santa Fe Water and
Light company did a good job ' on
that lighting.
Off to the west is an alcove large
enough for a small orchestra, and a
cloak and hat room is nearby. Outside, facing the street is a "nifty"
balcony where you can take a smoke
i' you like or drop roses with true
Juliet effect if you prefer.
You see, nothing has been neglect
ed in this ..building, even romance.
There are two rooms on this floor reserved for men on guard, and there
is a room that looks after the inner
It is com
man; it is the Buffet.
modious and has plenty of light and
mere are, 01
a nne mtie pantry.
course, plenty of lavatories on this
floor and clothes rooms, etc.
The Floors.
The floors are of Oregon pine and
when you walk on them you think of
They are quarter sawed
gliding.
and the kind every housewife yearns
for in her own little bungalow.

Aids Nature

MINES AND MINING

The Wonderful Coal Production.
The unofficial estimate of the coal
production of the United States for
1910, by E. W. Parker, coal statistician of the United States Geological
Survey, is between 480 and 490 milAs shown by the Survey's
lion tons.
chart of coal production, just issued,
the first recorded production of coal
was 22 tons in 1S14.
By 1S50 the
production had grown to what was
then considered the enormous amount
of 7,018,181 tons, but by lSCd this
figure had doubled and the production for that year was 14.01i,042 tons.
This was less than the production of
The cenAlabama alone for 1909.
tennial year of 187G saw a production
In 1880 the figure
of 53,280,000 tons.
had reached 71,481.570 tons, yet this
of the
is less than the production
single state of Pennsylvania in 1909.
By 1890 the production had jumped
to 157,770,000 ton3 and by 1900 had
increased to 209,684,027 tons. Surely
this was about as high as it was believed by most people that the coal
production would go, yet the figures
for 1907 showed the enormous total
of 480,303 424 tons, those of 1909 were
to
400,803,416 tons, and according
Mr. Parker's estimate the production
for 1910 may come very near the half
billion mar.
I
Largest Brick Production.
According to the United States Geocommon
logical Survey 9,791,870,000
brick were manufactured in the
United States in 1909, also 1,023,654,-00vitrified paving brick and 816,164,-00front brick, a total of 11,631,688,-000- .

All Santa Fe May Well Feel
An Ideal Dance Room.
helping them to drive oat of the body
Proud of The New
backcause
You hurry into the finest room in
the liquid poisons that
the building or perhaps in any buildache, headache and distressing kidney
Brick Building
Fe peoIt is th entertainment room

PAGE THREB

Illinois
838,555
13,505,898
New York
1.S87.209
10,270,227
Indiana
900,928
0.744,295 ,
Missouri
73,122
7,367,061
Iowa
4,846,706
51,990
California
121.575
4,312,590
West Virginia
2,330,470
1,159,627
The great growth shown in some of

the
industries during
the last aecade is interesting. Com
mon brick Increased from $38,021,514

muscle-makin-

tissue-repairin-

j

g

g

"

it
as food,"

pay better.
But you are thinking of the cure not the profit, so
tor you. Say so.
there's uothin& "last as 00

it is probably better FOR

j

in 1900 to $37,251,115 in 1909; vitri-- j
fied paving brick from $4 764,124 to
front brick from $3,864,-67$11,269,586;
to $9,712,219; sewer pipe from
and
$5,842,502 to $10,22,324;
from $1,82.1,214 to $4,466,-708- .

HIM.--- U

J"

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medicine Simplified, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
sent for 21
Edition,
stamps, to cover cost of mailing
31 stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. V.
only.

0

Growth of Cement Industry.
Few mineral products can show so
rapid an increase in output as Portland cement.
The production for
1909, according to the United States
Geological Survey, was the greatest
in the history of the industry, being
65,399,889 barrels, valued at $52,797,- a 3. In 1900 the total production was
onl 17,231,150 barrels, in 1902 it was
2o,7.j.i,o04 barrels, in 1905 it was 51,- 000,445 barrels, and in 1908 it was
32,910,925 barrels.

The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
in curing weak stomachs, watted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
materials, in condensed and concentrated form. iWith this help Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
obstinate coughs. The Discovery reestablishes the
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purifies
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the nerves in
snort establishes sound vigorous health.
lamt
your dealer otters something

one-ce-

paper-boun-

Cloth-boun-

BOY DIES IN FIT OF
RAGE AT PUEBLO.

Pueblo,

Colo.,

May

10

I

Satisfied

that his death was due to natural
causes, the police have dropped the
J
j

j

case of Carl Viergutz, 19,' who died
8ud(i?niv aftr a struBeie with his
Alfred
mother, Mrs. Otto Viergutz.
LoVett, Viergutz' companion was re-ieascd
According to the coroner.
Viergutz went home about 10 o'clock

y

and demanded some money from hii
mother for whiskey.
She had given
him money twice before during the
This angered
day and refused him.
the boy and he started to get a gun
which was kept in the house.
Mrs.
Viergutz succeeded in wresting the
gun away from him and threw it into
the yard where it was lost in some
The loss of the gun worked
bushes.
the boy into a rage and he fell in a
faint, dying a few minutes later.

World-WidFigures.
Through study and observation of
the volcanic outflow the geologist
knows approximately the composition of the earth's crust to a depth of
10 miles below sea level.
As Frank
i
W. Clarke, of the United States Geo1
logical Survey, says in the "Data of
Geochemistry." "this thickness of 10
miles represents known matter." The
vastness of the figures which it Is
Basket leaves' Monday and Tuesday
If.
The value of these bricks was
to employ in the discussion
necessary
Returns Thursday and Friday. '.,
mis is me greatest; of tnis n.mil! ionosphere. as it is
On both floors will be a fire hydrant for
for firemen's number of brick, with the highest va- j termed transcends ordinary human
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
lue. ever produced in this country in r.immv4iensif,ii
homes
to
fire
have
guard against
just
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
any one year.
like any other house.
The value of the lithosphere, inThe plumbing has ueen done by
Greatest Output in Fire Brick.
Phone Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
cluding the continents elevated above
the Santa Fe Hardware company and
The United States Geological Sur- the sea, is l,633,ono,inuj cubic miles.
Wood-Davi- s
Hardware company and vey reports the production of fire- A cubic miles
of average rock
it is said to be eminently satisfactory. oncking material tor 19119 as more weighs 12,800,000,00" tons.
mortar.
dark
Iff
The electric lighting has been looked than 50 per cent greater than the outThe volume of the ocean Is 302,000,-00Its Dimensions.
after by the Santa Fe Water and put for the preceding year and even
cubic miles.
.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
,
i S
The dimensions of the building are Light company, and they, too, have higher than that of the record year
The atmosphere is equal in weight
On entering it one seen to it that their work
The output for 1909 was to 1,208,000 cubic miles of water, j
40 by 80 feet.
is first of 1907.
La Salle
1.
Vif'rV,
sees an immense room 27 by 58 feet, class.
55,150,0(10 pieces of
the which, however, is only one
nine-incCHAS. OANN, Prop.
the
of
wherein will be kept the electric
fire
838,167,000
Yes,
As equivalent
building is a gem.
of the volume
The total value of these of the ocean; yet this would be suftrucks that will rush hose and lad- a setting in front there will be a con- bricks.
Telephone 11.
2
scene of every fire. This crete walk.
bricks was $16,620,695, an increase of ficient to raise the level of the ocean
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store. ders to the
room is splendidly 'lighted and ven$5,924,479 over the value for 1908.
on
The
all
to
Fire
feet
shores
45
and
submerge
Fighters.
Cents
Regular Meals 25
Off it are closets for unitilated.
Clay Products in Favor.
The present fire department of Sanan important part of the continent.
vU
Short Order at all Hours forms and helmets good
things to ta Fe owes its existence to the fireThe year 1909 was a record breakOne per cent of the water of the
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
have at a fire, for these fancy spring men's organization which have been er for clay products bricks, tile, pot- ocean would cover all the land areas
suits are not water proof.
here for the past 35 years and in tery, etc. the value of the output of the globe to a depth of 290 feet.
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
On this floor are bath rooms with looking with pride at their new build- being $106,321,213, as compared with
New York Chop Suey 50c.
The salt in the ocean would make
shower baths, and two living rooms ing the firemen are quite willing to $133,197,762 in 1908. The value was 4,800,000 cubes each one mile in di-in the north part "of the building. admit that this crowning- - work re even higher than that of
1907 mensions, which if spread over the
These will be used by a couple of peo- fleets credit on those helmeted ones ($158,942,369,) regarded as the banner United States, would form a layer 1.6
ple who will reside in the building, who "blazed the trail with their fire year for the production of minerals miles high.
H.
thus assuring the presence of some hatchets" years and years ago.
The United States Geolo
generally.
In comparison with this outer 10- one there all the time. There are also
A word more about the firemen. gical Survey has issued an advance mile section of the earth's
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
crust, the
PABLO C. FRANK,
Phone us, we will be glad to call for private committee rooms and a coun- Santa Feans might as well know chapter of "Mineral Resources of the thin sheet of organic mater on the
N. M. a Former Student of St. Michael's College.
Las
Of
arVegas,
which
is
chamber
cil
United
and
Ingeniously
for
who
Workon
States"
Tues
1909
the
Mondays
'yourlaundry'"
"Clay
boys are who are willing to
surface the prairie and valley soils,
days and deliver on Thursdays and ranged so as to be somewhat exclu- be roused out of a deep, refreshing ing Industries," by Jefferson Middle-to- the alluvial bottoms, and the rich
e
sive.
There is also a room for
which shows the year to have table-land- s
slumber to brave the dangers of fire
Fridays.
man MAN CHOKES GIRL WHO
by whose product
neighbors, and her father was out of
)
All work is guaranteed; your socks
headquarters and ample tele- and water, smoke and brimstone to been a remarkably prosperous one in ives becomes a mere film, a skin.
RUSHES TO TELEPHONE.
the city. He grew imj)ertiiient and
this
are mended and buttons sewed on phone facilities will be offered the protect their property.
In
brick
important industry.
Well, here's
when the young lady rushed to the
shoud
as
every
city
and tile products every item except STEEL VAULTS AT
the roster:
police,
your shirts without extra charge.
It May Be Well for Santa Feans to Be telephone in the next room to sound
It is hoped that there will
j
Fireboard: ' Frank Owen, chief; fancy brick, sewer pipe, and stove
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 have.
HOSPITAL FOR OPERATIONS,
an alarm he grabbed her and began
on Lookout for Similar Night
be no occasion to bother the mayor Henry Alarid, assistant chief; Alfred lining increased in value.
In the
to choke her.
Prowlers.
She had pulled the reand disturb his early morning slum Kaune, secretary; T. P. Delgado, pottery industry every item showed
New York, May 10 A new kind
from
the
ceiver
hook, however, and
treasurer.
Members of the depart- an increase. The imports of pottery of operating room, a departure in sur
A man whose identity is said to be left it dangling.
He then let go her
ment: Lorenz Gutierrez, Frank Rod- showed a gain of less than one per gery so far as the United Stales is
unknown to the police, made himself throat but still threatened her. Readomestic
the
cent,
riguez, Jose Duran, Adelaido Ortiz,
although
product concerned, was opened at the German very obnoxious at the house of .a well lizing, however, that "Central" possiManuel Paaiila, Jose C. Sanchez, Ben gained 23.53 per cent and the exports
In one or two steel vaults known and refined family last night
hospital.
bly could hear his threats, as the ree
of
domestic pottery like- in the room a patient may be operat- in
Delgado, Paul Gonzales, Edward
this city and shows there is no tell- ceiver was down, the man decided to
wise
Emil
The
of
increased.
all
of
hundreds
Isaac Alarid,
exports
Mignardot,
ten months. They have
ed on in a partial vacuum leaving a ing what kind of ruffians may land end his call and beat a retreat.
Checkering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico Pedro Britton, James Baca' George ciay proaucts increased hz.24 per net air pressure against his body into this city.
Bush and Lane.
cent.
Mignardot, Charles Kaune, Peter
Every state and territory ex- equal to that on a mountain top
and Arizona.
At the request of the family no
Co.
The Weather From 53 to 73 deWillie Salazar, Ctriaco Oli- - cept Alaska,
but including Porto
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
feet high. In another steel vault names are mentioned in this article grees was the range in temperature
8chiller.
a
is
vas,
Fred
of
burned
them
and
Rico,
Jose
Muller,
Baca. Ben
to
producer
clay, that patient's head may he enclosed
regarding pianos, prices
but it is hoied that this publicity here yesterday and the average relaVictor
terms will prove to prospective piano Alarid, Hilario Sena, and Fred Dig- - and 42 states showed gains.
in a compressed air cell which will will serve tp warn parents to be on tive humidity was 40 per cent. The
t
neo.
lhe following are the ten states carry air to his lungs at a greatly in- their guard and protect their daugh- lowest temperature last night was 45
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin- Milton and the World Famous Cecilian deman Co. will meet every customer
with highest recorded production for creased pressure.
The
object of ters from undesirable callers and ac- degrees and at 6 a. m. this morning
ENGLISH SPARROW HAS
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
1909:
both vaults is the same to adjust the quaintances who may force their way it had jumped to 52 degrees. YesterFOUND
other makes.
Brick and
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd satpressure of air in the patient's lungs into Santa Fe homes.
day was a partly cloudy day with
San Antonio, Texas, May 10. The
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
State
tile.
Pottery sc that they will not collapse when
It appears that this man called showers in the vicinity.
English sparrow which has proved Ohio
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
the lung casing is cut into and the at the house at about 8 o'clock and
$16,929,885 $13,416,356
such a pest In many northern and east19,403,944
If you want anything on earn try
1,782,769 air pressure f.rom the outside is al- found the young lady alone, her famLEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
ern cities has met his match in tha Pennsylvania,
New Jersey
9,380,958
New Mexican Want Ad.
7,971,136 lowed to enter.
a
some
on
to
out
call
gone
ily
having
Texas blackbird. The sparrow is notThe Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established WOO
ed for his fighting qualities and a
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
marked ability to take care of himself
in almost any kind of company.
In
many places he is really the boss of
the situation In blrdville and makes
the jays, robins, and finches take to
the woods, forsake the orchards, and
make themselves scarce. But here in
Texas, this Importation from the do
Is it possible to nourish, strsngthen
Mind does not work well on a brain
Beaunis, another authority, shows
main of John Bull with all his repu
and Rebuild the Brain by Food?
and
that is broken down by lack of nour"Phosphoric Acid combined"
tation for "scrapping" bumps into the
ishment.
Every man who thinks uses up part
Potash 73.44 per cent from a total of
real thing and has to beat a hasty
of the brain each day. Why don't it
101.07.
A peaceful and evenly poised mind
retreat. The Texas blackbird looks
all disappear and leave an empty
f
is necessary to good digestion.
Considerable
more than
very much like the magpie found
skull in say a month of brain work?
of Phosphate of Potash.
Worry, anxiety, fear, hate, etc., etc.,
along the eastern shores of this coun
Because the man rebuilds each day.
interfere with or stops the
shows: PoAnalysis of Grape-Nut- s
directly
is
somewhat
and
try
DAY ANIGHT
larger than the
If he builds a little less tban he deflow of Ptyalin, the digestive juice of
and Phosphorus (which join
tassium
108 PALAO&
130 RED
AVE
PHONK
blackbird of the north, but In vanthe mouth, and also interfere with
and make Phosphate of Potash) is
stroys, brain lag and nervous prostraquishing the sparrow, it is not so much
sure.
tion
builds
result
back
If
one-haa
he
more
considerable
of
all
the flow of the digestive juices of
than
SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
PICTURE FRmmMS TASTEFULLY AND
his size as his valor and manner of
little more each day, the brain grows
the mineral salts in the food.
stomach and pancreas.
fighting that counts. Like the Eng
Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on
stronger and more capable. That also
Therefore, the mental state of the
lish sparrow, the Texas blackbird is
Is sure. Where does man get the
Individual has much to do (more than
the constituent elements of the body,
fond ot civilization and community
material to rebuild his brain? Is it
says: "The gray matter of the brain
suspected) with digestion.
life and takes to the cities. He in
from air, sky or the ice of the Arcis made of Phosphate of Potis controlled entirely by the inorganic
. Brain
NEW MEXICO MILITAIT INSTITUTE found in the parks and the trees alone
tic sea? When you come to think
Potassium Phosphate (Phosash as the principal Mineral Salt, add-e- d
the
stream
and
in'
fact
everywhere In
about it, the rebuilding material must
to albumen and water.
Roswell, New Mexico.
phate of Potash.) This salt unites
the city. At the first gray streaks ot
be in the food and drink.
Grape-Nut- s
albumen and by the addition of
contain that element as
with
"The West Point of the Southwest
dawn his screams for he screams
f
is
also
sure.
of all its mineral
creates
nerve
That
or
more
fluid
the
than
oxygen
gray
v
Ranked by United States War Deoart
rather than sings announce that he
Are the brain rebuilding materials
matter of the brain. Of course, there
salts.
Institution."
is upfor the day and ready for busient as "Nstinnished
A healthy brain is important, if one
found in all food? In a good variety
is a trace of other salts and other orness. When he comes to fighting he
Army officers detailed by War Depart
would "do things" In this world.
but not in suitable proportion in all.
matter In nerve fluid, but Potas- ganic
is
men! .v.?
just as pronounced in his action
To illustrate: we know bones are
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers
sium Phosphate is the chief factor,
as he is with his voice. The English
made largely of lime and magnesia
Thoroifb Academic course, preparinf
at the best and least understood part
and has the power within itself to
to fear him and,
has
learned
sparrow
of himself. That part which some
taken from food; therefore to make
attract, by its own law of affinity, all
yosof men for coBeje or business lift
speaking, shinnies on
bone structure we must have
needed to manufacture the elixfolks believe links us to tha Infinite.
Great amount of open air work. Health- metaphorically
healthy
things
'
his own side when Mr. Blackbird
is
food containing
these things. We
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon
ir of life."
iest location of any Military School it around. . When it comes to
putting a
would hardly feed only sugar and fat
which to act, and Nature has defined
Further on he says: "The beginning
the Union.
Located in the beautifal sparrow out in tha fifth
round, this
to make healthy bone structure in a
a way to make a healthy brain and
and end of the matter is to supply
Pecos Valley, the tardea soot of the Texas blackbird
is the "hope" of
the lacking principle, and in molecurenew it day by day as it is used up
growing child.
:
' ji West at an ekntJoo of 3700 feet aboie J)ird-doa
is
noticeable
It
fact that
Likewise if we would feed in a
from work of the previous day.
lar form, exactly as nature furnishes
sealetel sunshine erery day, bit little cities in southwest Texas have fewer
manner to insure getting what
it in vegetables, fruits and grain. To
skillful
Nature's way to rebuild is by the
sparrows than do those of the north
lauvisww usnif scuran. ..
use ot food which supplies the things
the brain requires for strength and
supply deficiencies this is the only
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all and east. The sparrow down ' here
law of cure."
rebuilding, we must first know what
required. Brain rebuilding material
from standard eastern collerei has learned that he must stay away
is certainly found in
The natural conclusion is that if
the brain is composed of and then
fradoates
from the trees and groves It he wants
of Potash is the needed
select some article or articles (there
tkoroarily faraUM to avoid the blackbird, and to
Phosphate
use the
heated, Offated and modern in ad resmineral element in brain and you use
are more than one) that contain these
of a. more or less noted natufood which does not contain it, you
" language
elements.
pects.
t.:.v;Vv: v v- ralist in the rough, not get "whipped
rape-Nu- ts
have brain fag because its dally loss
Analysis of brain by an unquestionIEGENTS-- E.
A. CAIOON President
to a frazsle." The Texas blackbird
is
not
of
shows
able
supplied.
authority, Geoghegan,
W,CAMHT0i
VPresideat; not only whips the sparrow, but in
On the contrary, if youeat food
mineral Salts, Phosphoric Acid and
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
many, instances actually kills him
known to be rich in this element, you
Potash combined (Phosphate of PotW. M. ATBNS0N, Secretary,
striking so hard with both beak and
2.91 per cent ot the total, 5.33 of
place before the life forces that
ash)
foot as to put the belligerent repre
. and W. A. FINLAY.
which nature demands for
all mineral Salts.
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.
front
sentative
across
com
the
water
For particulars and illustrated cata
This is over
Battle Creek, Mich.
down
out.
and
pletely
Frequently
lofue address. CL J AS W. WILSON,
half dozen dead sparrows are found
Superintendent
te a park ot a morning as the, result
or an early encounter.
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dr.ily, six months, by mall
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amoDk. the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
:uNION()LABCCy

WHO'LL PAY THE PiPZR ?
Delegate W. H. Andrews is right
when he declares that the insane insistence of the Democrats upon free
trade will cost the people of New Mextheir
ico large sums and perhaps,
But not only New Mexico
prosperity.
will have to pay the piper but every
workingman In the United States will
be more or less affected. This is no
theory, but the fact has been established again and again, and only very
recently, a British commission proved that the workingman's lot in the
"United States, under a protective tariff, is far preferable, to the lot of the
British workman under free trade. In
fact, Will Crooks, the labor leader, asserted in parliament that 60 per cent
of the adult workers in" Great Britain
receive less than $7.50 a week for
wages. Says the Literary Digest:
"The cost of living and wages in
England and Wales as compared with
the same conditions in the United
States is the subject of a report made
to the British government by Mr. G.
R. Askwith, assistant secretary of the
board of trade, who has pursued special investigations in our
leading
cities. Tlio general conclusion of the
statistician is that American working-mehave in every way the advantage.
An English workingman with an average family, maintained under American conditions with the food to which
he has been accustomed, would find
his wages in the United States higher
by 130 per cent, with slightly shorter
hours, while his expenditure on food
and rent would be higher by about 52
per cent. When wages and hours are
put together the hourly rate of earnings in America works out at 240
against 100 in England, or nearly twc
and one-hatimes as high."
The London Times remarks editorially: "The broad upshot of the reports dealing with European countries, including our own, has been to
show that in regard to the conditions
investigated the artizan in th"s country has, in a varying degree, the advantage over nis fellows in Osrmany,
France, or Belgium. He faros somewhat higher wages, works somewhat
shorter hours, and pays
somewhat
less for the necessaries of life. Without going into qualifying details or minor distinctions we may accept that
as the broad result. But when we
come to Lnited States the picture is
turned almost completely round. From
the abstract which we publish today
the reader will see that the workman
in America enjoys an enormous advantage over his fellow in England,

matter available, to send a set of it
to every public library in the coun
try. The expense is justified, a3 a dewill
'seriptive pamphlet probably
reach a greater number . of people
through one of the libraries than in
other ways. Two or three of the New
Mexico Commercial clubs have al- ready filed their late pamphlets with
a large list of public libraries through- out the central and eastern states.
Recently a prominent citizen of Al-buquerque , who also has extensive
business connections in the East, had
occasion to order from a famous Boston florist, a supply of plants. The
plants arrived in due time and in
good condition, but attached tor them
was one of the regular United States
forms for customs declaration. Across
the top of this form was printed in
large red type, "Parcels Post between
the United States and New Mexico."
Possibly this was the work of an
exceptionally ignorant Boston clerk,
more probably it is just another evi-- ;
dence of the fact that east of the
Hudson river there are thousands ot
worthy people who do not know that
New Mexico is a part of the United
States. The case of the Albuquerque
man is not unusual. Almost every
New Mexico business house of any
size having connections in the east
has received mail from United States
points carrying foreign postage.
This case is interesting in that it
imperative necessity of
points e
getting New Mexico and the facts
about New Mexico before the country
in a broad, comprehensive way. It
is a matter that" must interest every
man who has business connections or
interests of any kind in New Mexico.

1

j

1

j

,

n

an advantage far greater than the lat-ter enjoys over the German or the
(
Frenchman. He earns more than
two and a quarter times as
much
money and works shorter hours for
it; so that his hourly rate of earnings
is as 240 to 100, or pretty nearly
twice and a half as much. Against
that enormous difference in wages
there is something to be set in the
way of expenditure. Rent is twice as
high and food is about
higher than in England, but the cost of living altogether is only as 152 to 100, or
about half as much again.
"Now, these facts completely dispose of two widely current misconceptions or misstatements. One is that
the higher wages admittedly paid in
America are all swallowed up and
more by the higher cost of living,
'

one-thir- d

...

which is believed io surpass the standard of this country in regard to the
necessaries of life by an enormous
amount, and to constitute an intolerable burden. The present report
states the contrary at the con-.- .
elusion of a long, elaborate, and extremely careful comparison of the two
countries. In the United States, it
says, a much greater margin of earnings over cost of living is available,
even when allowance has been made
for the increased expenditure on food
and rent. The margin is clearly large,
making possible a command of the
necessaries and conveniences
and
minor luxuries of life that is both
nominally 'and really greater than
that enjoyed by the corresponding
class in this country."

MORE PUBLICITY.
B. Hening
of the
Bureau of Immigration, in the latest
issue of the Bulletin of the Bureau,
makes a suggestion that it is well
worth remembering and at the same
time gives an example of the crass
Ignorance regarding New Mexico that
exists even in cultured Boston. The
Bulletin says :
The Bureau of Immigration frequently receives requests from public
libraries for general
information
about New Mexico. We, have made
an effort to supply all the libraries in
the larger cities with our general
printed matter and as many of the lo

Secretary H.

cal and district pamphets as are available. As the land movement is more
end more prominently discussed in
the newspapers and magazines there
it (more and more call In all of the
public libraries of the country for
formation about the districts and sec- tions mentioned. The libraries, as a
rule, keep a careful file of the literature sent them, even if It is strictly
of an advertising nature. It will be
well worthwhile for every' community
In New Mexico which has printed

to-th-

'

MERGER BENEFITS THE PUBLIC.
How do you like the Leased Wire
Service of the New Mexican? It is
wonderful in many ways.
Take the
'fighting at Juarez the last few days.
(The battle was followed minute by

!

minute throughout the excitinghours
of Tuesday and today. The story
jwas graphically told by the Associat-'ePress corespondents who were in
the thick of the fray and the story
was complete even to minute details
when the New Mexican reached its
subscribers before supper. This ex--j
cellent service has been made possible
by a merger of the Western Union
and the Bell Telephone interests. The
combination makes the world's sec
ond greatest corporation.
It has
,

j

miles of wire, or enough to go

around the earth 4C5 times.
In the
year 1900, this company had in operation 700,000 telephones,
last year
the increase alone exceeded that

number, 740,027 telephones being added during 1910, today there being one
telephone for every sixteen people in
the United States.
From New York to 'Denver
the
company has two telephone circuits.
Six people can talk over these two
circuits at the same time without interfering with each other although
at the same time sixteen telegraph
operators are sending messages over
these wires, making a total of
twenty-twmessages being transmitt
ed at the same time.
The merger referred to above, O"
account of the wonderful invention
that permits the sending of many
messages over the same wire at the
same time, avoids the duplication of
pole lines and wires.
This is espec-ial- y
"beneficial in the West where settlement is still sparse and' where
many rural districts would have to do
without long distance telephone wer-it not for this joint arrangement. In
New Mexico, several hundred miles
of telephone toll lines are being placed on Western Union Telegraph ioles
and the settlement or ranch without
its long distance telephone will soon
be a rarity, providing this new concern adopts a more llDeral and wiser
policy than its predecessors and
uses newspaper space to advertise
the advantages and conveniences that
it offers at what must appear to be
nominal cost compared with the high
tates that were the nils a decade or
two ago.
o

THE LAW;s DELAYS.
Judge Clarence Roberts has made
another ruling that will prove agree
able not only to litigants but to all
good citizens. In overruling a motion
for a continuance, he declared, that
he will insist that cases be tried when
they are set for trial, that he is averse
to the policy of continuing cases unless some mighty good reason was
given for delay. One of the reasons
that the courts and law are held in
contempt is because of the delay that
may be secured by merely technical
have
dilatory motions and there
been cases in New Mexico courts that
v
might have been used by Dickens
just as well as Jarndyce vs. Jarndyce
to illustrate his point. More than one
villain has escaped just punisnmont
by obtaining delay and more than
one injustice has been done in civil
actions through dragging a case along
for years when a decision
should
have been reached at once. In Oklahoma, a judge has gained fame by
casting aside precedents in overruling
all technical motions that stood in
the way of abstract Justice and there
is room for reform in court procedure
everywhere by limiting the time in
which a case must be disposed of finally.
POST CARD DAY.
May 20 will be postcard day at Denver. It is expected that half million

postcards advertising the QueenCity
of the Mountains and the Plains, will
be mailed east that day and what the
harvest of such advertising will
De; cannot De toretojd, but it will be
large. The idea originated in Florida.- which has Been - suendiner hrans
of money of late iyears in advertising
and reaped from it the largest percentage" of increase in population of any
state east of the Mississippi. Florida
had its postcard day last year oh
which a million postcards were sent
broadcast advertising the most beau
tiful and attractive parts of the state,
and incidentally helping to wipe out
that postal deficit. But independent of
consideration for Postmaster General
Hitchcock's record, would it not be a
good and paying idea for New Mexico
to have a post card day and for Gov.
Mills and all the mayors of incorpora
ted municipalities to issue a procla
mation, urging the general observance
ot that day? If every grown up person
in New' Mexico, on that day. sent out
a postal card, it would mean the dis
tribution of 200,000 postcards, each
one representing a seed that may fall
on fertile soil and bear fruit.
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FIRE INSURANCE

THE CONTINENTAL

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

COMPANY

$150,000
Capital Stock
and
Undivided
Profit
80.000
Surplus
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NAMES
Bettlna's writing verses now
She uses fancy Ink;
Each manuscript's tied with a bow
And every page Is pink.
Her thoughts take many weird forma,
Her rhymes go much amies,
But, sooth, she has a smile that pharm
Her mouth was made to kiss.

"J"

And when she trips into the
Of some fierce editor
And asks the most unloved of men
What he will give her for

A sonnet on the gentle spring.
Instead of yelling "Scat!"
He mutters low, "A peach, by Jlnffl
She almost knocked me fiat."

Then takes her dainty manuscript.
As If he really thought
The poor contents by him so gript
For gold could not be bought.

"Just so,"
'

'

Not What. He Was Looking For.
"Is this town closed on Sundays V
asked the traveling man.
.,
"Well," replied the landlord, hedging diplomatically, as he thought, "everything il supposed to be closed here
on Sundays, but we have means oj
catering to the wants of our guests."
"All right, then I'll go on over to
I understand that they
Bingville:
strictly obey the closing law there.
I'm an enthusiastic advocate of Sun-

OF TABOOED

Transacts a geaerxl tanking: business hi aH Its branches.
Leans money on the meet favorable terms oa all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Boys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money traasmitiag agency public or private.
Interest allowed an time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six month' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons ia the banking line, and aims
to extend to them a liberal treatment in all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles f sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. , The patronage of the public Is
s
respectfully solicited.

PLAYERS

National Baseball Commission Announces Men Ineligible In Both
Major Leagues.
Ineligible players of both major
leagues were announced ' by the national baseball commission the other
day. The list is supposed to be given
out in January and July each year,
this announcement being the January
list It contains 21 names tabooed for
failure to report except where otherwise stated:
National league:
Boston Barney
Joy, drafted from San Francisco in
1907.
Strleklett.
Brooklyn Elmer
joined California outlaws; Thomas P.
outlaws.
Sheehan, joined California
Cincinnati John H. Doscher, violation
of contract; F. C. Ferguson. New
York H. E. McCormick, not under
contract; M. J. Donlin, not under contract; M. C. Pfyle, joined California
outlaws,
Philadelphia Player
recovering from pneumonia
and excused by the club for remainder
of the season. Pittsburg L. T. Nelson, drafted from Brandon In 1908.
'
St. Louis Charles Enright
American laaenie: Chlnnm inaldor
A. Jones, Earl Hughes.
Boston F.
Anderson.
St. Louis Olsen.
New
York Louis Brocket, F. Glade, H.
Hildebrand, Branch Rickey, R. Zeller
and J. Chesbro.
,
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

Unexcelled- -

Santa Fe.Hoes not pay its public
teachers enough.
with
Compared
what is paid,' teachers in eastern
cities where living is much cheaper,
or compared! with what is paid, in
other professions and trades, Santa
Fe teachers are treated
miserly
fashion.
No teacher should hav-- a
salary of less than $100 a month and
a teacher who is not worth that much
should not be employed.
Manual
training, a ten months school term,
and better paid teachers, should be
the alms of the Santa Fe board of education for next year.

Large Sample
Boom for Commercial Travelers

I
)

President Somers of Cleveland Team
Says 75 Per Cent, of Strength of
Team Is In Twirler. ;

124126

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

President C. W. Somers of the Naps
is long on baseball dope. Probably
no man holding a similar position to
his in the American league keeps
closer watch on the dope and on players than Somers.
Recently he and Addle Joss were
discussing the pitchers of today and
the trouble getting them.
."No one can tell me that good pitch

WASHINGTON AVENUE

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

,

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mm. L. C. KENNEDY.

ing isn't 75 per cent of the strength
of a ball club," asserted Somers. "Addle, we hadn't really developed a
pitcher until last fall since you and
Earl Moore joined the club.
"I think the crop of pitchers at the
time you developed was the greatest
for any one period before or since."
"Yes," asserted Addle, "I think that

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.

'

FINE

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

RATES

Proprietor.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST

SlORT

ORDER RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

'
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELKOTRIO LIGHTS
Room
RATES GOo t
6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
Good One.
aEvery
5
$1.00 per

V

day

Miss Chanoe Oh, Tom, papa has
failed.
... ..
t: ... .,,
Mr. Nocoyne Well,, you might
know he'd do all he could to keep us

from getting married.

SOFT DRINKS

...

The blonde and the brunette.

-I-

Takphooa Rod 35 ami hmf
your orders delivered.

He knowing are uuested to ibt thirsty as soflktfciof

The Rule.
My son, I've traveled round the world
An4 many maids I've met;
There are two kinds you should avoid--.

'

ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

FIZZ,

COCO

C0U,

hOf

u4

cool

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON

Jfe.

KEW
:

:: x

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.

Two Varieties.
Mrs. Cogger-4-D- o
you think automobile touring changes the complexion
Mrs. Motorwood I should say ,r It
aear. v wny, m going through
Iowa I had a muddy complexion and

AS

;

in crossing the great American desert
had a sandy, complexion.;.: .'t;;"; ":

J.

5

X

drinks sadefroa

SANTA

FF BOTTLING

ES3Y

WORKS

filtered water

Proprietar.

Cut FlowerS ' .i
A bpeclalty

PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding
"na ,aD,e "ouqueta and Decorations.

X

, Funeral Oeslons.
Bucolic Joke. '
Addia Joss.
,
town
Out
of
orders
careful
attention. An extra charge of 25c (f
given
'.;
Hiram.
aoes
Thar
Kver
morning he feeds that prise cow of his the old Interstate league, during my X Tor pacmng on orders unaer 4.uu.
'

:i

Silas

carrots.

-

Cyrus By heck, he thinks that ol3
If Santa Fe is to have a safe and cow
is solid gold.
sane fourth, and the New Mexican
Silas Haw, haw! I reckon you'd
hopes that it will. Mavor Sellirmnn call her 18 carrot gold.
ought to issue his proclamation
in
good time so that dealers do ' not
Its Practical Side.
make the mistake of layine in storks
She
of Are works or the younestera fnrmn.
(enthusiastically) What a
late plans of how they will invest splendid thing this speeding business
their savings In fire crackers. Tf if is!
He (dubiously)-Wel- l,
if the special
is once understood tha the.fourth is
to be sane it will be much easier to traffic officer happens to get a gllnipse
of it, it is apt to be quite a fine pro.
enforce the regulation.
ceedlng.
It is not surnrisine to learn that
the Democratic leaders in Ohio handle
Appropriate.
grand Juries-a- s easily as they did the
"Tour neichhor. the cranbv nM oln
Democratic
The Pur. gle gentleman, has strict ideas of the
legislature.
eye state seems to be rotten from top nuiess 01 tilings.'
to bottom or from bottom to top, if
"How do you mean?"
the revelations of nolitical rnrrnn.
"When I passed his garden this
tion, bribery and vote buying "of the morning, he was sowing bachelor's
buttons in it"
past tew months reveal anything.

On Sunday, the New Mexican Central railroad will put into effect, a new
time schedule,
which will enable
Santa Fe merchants to annex the
valley. It will enable them to
fill on the same day orders received
from any part of the
valley., Even
the New Mexican still damp from its
presses, will rush down the '"valley
reaching every point the same evening of publication. It is an admirable
arrangement and Santa Fe businessmen should make the best of it, for
the Estancia valley is by nature Santa Fe's tributary territory. People
from Estancia, may now leave Estancia in the morning, arrive at Santa Fe
in good time to do their shopping and
return nome the same evening, if
Santa Fe does. not gain materially in
trade through this arrangement, it is
because its merchants do not advertise sufficiently or are not ierH
It is more than two months since
in reaching out for business that is the last congress
adjourned and the
within their grasp.
statehood resolution has Just reached
the house. One need not be a matheThe rebel sharpshootlng is of such matician to figure out when
it will be
quality that it seems to be safer tn tin disposed of in the senate and that
in the federal ranks facing the
the prospects of statehood this year
than it is to be an onlooker are no briKhter than th
m vm
on the American side
March 4.

I
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

IS VALUABLE

.
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WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

day closing."

PITCHER

paoce mr--

i"E.

Berg-hamme-s,

GOOD

-

OF SANTA FE.

Net surplus is tha supreme test of a fire company's strength.
i
The Continental's net surplus protecting American policy holders' is
'
,
larger than the net surplus of any other company.

UNFAIR ADVANTAGE.

J. B. read, Cashier,
p. McKANE, Assirtaat Castor.

hughes,

Santa Fe, New Mexico

,

10,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

AGENTS

And hums and haws and says,
Pretending to bo wise;
Intoxicated by the glow
Of sweet Bettlna's eyes.

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

'

0

Trying Things.
"Doing well, young man, I see."
"No; Just struggling along."
"But that fine adding machine?"
"A demonstrator left it on trial."
"Thai new typewriter?"
"An agent forced it on me for a
month."
"At
those expensive cigars denote reatdr money?"
Santa Fe is at the parting of the
"No; 1 smoke ten and return the
ways. On one side lies the road of rest."
indifference and somnolence that will
lead to nowhere in particular and
Enlightened.
which if followed will keen Santa Fe
little Frank, as he turned
a village of 5,000 people as long as the"Pa," said
pages of his history, "can I ask a
tne capital remains here, and after
.,. that an agricultural settlement like question?"
"What is It, qy son?" asked his fathMora or some other county seat with er, without
looking up from his sportno particular resources
developed, ing page.
...
.
On the other side lies the road of pro"How did the cliff dwellers keep
gress and growth, which if followed warm In the Winter time?"
will make Santa Fe the biggest and
"Why, I guess they used the mounmost prosperous city of the South- tain ranges. Now, don't ask ma any
west.
But it takes some effort to more foolish questions."
leave the old rut and some
for the present to lay the founda
HAD IT IN FOR tttlM.
tion for the future growth. The meet
ing of the Chamber of Commerce to
night is for the purpose of discussing
this development and the best meth
ods to take advantage of an oppor
tunity that is at its flood-tid- e
and
which taken now will lead on to for
tune, but if neglected may never
again promise the great returns that
must be apparent to all at this time.

The United States this year will
produce almost half a billion tons of
coal of which nearly one 100th part
will come from New Mexico. Less
than a hundred years ago, the annual
production of the United States was
li tons. In 1850, the coal production
of the country was deemed enormous.
but it was not twice the coal produc
tion ot New Mexico today. It is there- iore not an Idle or visionarv nronhocv
to predict that New Mexico will in
anoictr
produce ten times as
nuien coal as today for the coal bodies
exist and the markets for the coal are
being opened in every direction. In
its coal beds New Mexico has enorl
mous latent wealth, and more than
mat, latent , industrial
possibilities,
that should make the new state a
great manufacturing commonwealth.

tE, g. j.

last year there, had the greatest bunch
of pitchers that any minor league ever
possessed.
That year George Hullln
also went to Detroit, while there were
several others who are still in the
game.
"You remember Gene Wright, who
came with Moore and I to the Cleveland club in 1901. To this day I can't
understand why Gene didn't develop
into one of the greatest 'pitchers the
game, has ever seen. T That fellow had
everything that Walter Johnson 'has,
and even more. He possessed a curve
which no batter, I don't care how
great, could successively solve.
"I think with a proper break in luck,
and if Wright's arm had not gone
back on him, he would have occupied
a place today alongside of Johnson,
Mathewson, Walsh and the "others."

I THE
j;

CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black 12. '

v boyle, Mgr.
.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

;

TO

Parts of The World

All

Save Money

and Inconvenience by Purchaslnf Wells
Fargo Domestic Money (Man. Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Used Like a Cow's Horn.
Maud What a long hatpin! , Surely you don't ever use it?
Ethel Only when I go bargain rush
don't fng. ,
v
.
, :

Three Good Reasons.
Minister Mackintosh, why
you come to church nowf
Mackintosh For three reasons, sir.
Not As Sad As That
Firstly, I dinna. Ilka yer theology;
econal3r-dlnB Uke yer singln', and;
"HaTeyou ever- sold your vote?" .
"No, air. The worst thing I aver
thirdly, it was In your kirk 1 first met
did was to cheat a cripple."
V"
my wife. Musical American.
1

v-

'v

1

Paycble

lluooghout

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

aid
,
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CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does

jj LADIES

PERSONAL MENTION

"I hear

j

PAGE FIVE

31.

oruei ano rnnaman.

Mrs. Cole, the wife of

that

the dentist. Is suing him for divorce."
"Yes. Too bad that he treated her
that way, wasn't it?"
SPECIAL ATTENTION
What did he do?"
Theodore Espe went to Las Vegas
"She had to have a tooth filled one
on court business.
F. Baer, of Landsberg, Germany, is I Remarkably low figures given on! day. and when he got her Into the
' Willow fancy feathers, and a line chair and gagged with one of those
at the Palace hotel.
rubber contrivances, he stood yiere
'of flowers of high grade for
on
Mora
to
Robert Cooper has gone
and talked at her all afternoon, rebusiness.
days. Call and be convinced.
fusing to give her a chance to anE. Abrahams, a cigar salesman of j
swer back."
jt

.

a General Banking Business

!

Summer Dresses

j

FOR

I

.

Your Patronage Solicited
. B. LAUGHLIN,

Mrs. A. R. Gibson will leave tomorrow for Los Angeles, California.
Leroy Drake, of Ponce City,
is at the Coronado hotel.

fl.-- V. STEPHENS; Cashier;
President
!
I, .GRIFFMJUitl Cashier , o Vj
.

JV10 A. iuUULfcK.

-

Okln-hom-

TEV

"

i

:??"

House and Street

t

Erroneous Impression.
Seymour I've jiiRt lost $100 through
Waters, the bucket shop dealer; I
thought you told me the fellow was
on the square.
Ashley He is on the square; he's
on the northeast corner of it.

MARKET REPORT

;

,. W. Sheppley, a shoe salesman of
'
MONEY AND METALS.
Milwaukee, is at the Montezuma.
New
York, N. Y.. May :o. Call
O A:
the tinted Ilemo-- !
DIDN'T WANT TO FACE THEM.
j
Steady 2
prime moris
from
Las
VezasA0)?,
here
leader
rratfr
3
& 4; amalgamat
cantile
paper,
rtrv
a
.mods R1il.
h
sugar, 117 bid; Atchison, 11)
man of Denver, is at the Montezuma. 62
Great Northern, preferred, 121
F. P. Kahnt. the well known grocery
New York Central, 106
Nori;isalesman of Denver, is at the MonteBoiler)
i
em Pacific, 124
Reading, 154
zuma.
...
steel 74
Yiritltnn 17 Tn.nnn a i I
I'd man Southern Pacific, 170
from Kansas City, is calling on tnei preferred, US
St. Louis, Mo., May lo. Spelter
j
trade.
etc. Renting) Vt
O. A. Burtner, a prominent real es: j Quiet 5.27
(City Property-Ranchtate man of Albuquerque, is at thej New York, May 10 Standard cop
per dull; Spot ll.COfft 11.70; July
Montezuma.
lead dull 4.40&4.45; silver
W. M. McCoy, a- merchant of Moun-tainair, Torance county, is at .the! 53
western $5'6.55.
Montezuma.
'
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
L. B. Miller and Mrs. D. M. Miller!
.'
;"
......
Chicago, 111., May 10. Wheat July
of Elizabeth, N. J., are sightseers at
87
the Montezuma hotel.
Spt. S7
Corn July 52
H.' D. Tompkins, a salesman for a
Sept. 52
Oats July ,32
radiator manufacturing company, is
Sept. 32
j
Pork May 16.75; July 15.15:
from Kansas City.
hers
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Offices 119 Sao Francisco St.
Mr." and Mrs. Bias Duran of Duitan
Lard July S.10.12 "
Se,)t.
passed through Estancia Sunday en 8.20.
Ribs July 8.05; Sept. 7.95 ?? 7.97 1
rpute to Santa Fe. Estancia News.
WOOL MARKET.
';;Mr. and Mrs. H. Q. Vaughu who
nave' been here several days, today
St. Ixmis, May 10. Wool unchang
left : for their ranch on the upper ed; territory and western mediums 15
''''''
Pecos. .
i7'; fine mediums 1315; fine llli)
Mrs. J. P. Lyng f Cimarron has ar- 12.
rived in Santa Fe to visit with Mrs.
LIVESTOCK.
ould
Judge live years for bigamy.
F.'E. Nuding. She formerly resided Kansas City, Mo., May 10. Cattle
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particularly
Prisoner You'd better make It
in
Santa
SULKIES
Market
CHILDREN
te.
southerns;
receipts 7,500
enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our
the lives of my wives, judge.
during
on
is
B.
Freeman
W.
Hydrographer
steady to weak. Native steers $5.00
which are lifht, durable and just 'suited to give the babes an outing.
a stream measurement trip to the 6.15; southern steers $4.255.60;
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Define
headwaters of the Gallinas, So'mlles southern cows and heifers $3.25
An optimist tf Just 4. wight
'
east of Santa Fe.
4.75; native cows and heifers $3.00
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
Who wakes w on a gray day
Mrs. E. J. Coen, Helen M. Coen, of 6.05; stockers and feeders $4.75
And smiles as much, from morn to night.
As If it were
Chicago, and Mrs. B. A. Ward and Miss 5.75; bulls $4.005.25; calves $4.60
May day.
Edna Cv Ward of Joliet, 111., are sight- 6.75; western, steers $4.75i5.85; westAKERS-WAGN- ER
CO.
seers registered at the Palace.
.
ern cows $3.255.00.
Revenge.
'
E, M. Carswell, an efficient tele
"I had such a good time the other
17,0000"
f
Market
Hogs
Receipts
EXPERT EMBALMERS & .
graph operhtor, who has been at work cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.90
day watching my wife's discomfiture."
in Santa Fe, the past few weeks, left
"Nice thing to say. How was it?"
and
$5.90ftG.OO;
heavy
6.00;
packers
this forenoon for Denver, to take a butchers
"She is so hard and fast in her
$5.906.02
light $5.95
about the house won't even alrules
position in that city.
6.05.
chimS. O. Barden, salesman for H. H
Market low me a cigarette. Well, the
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
Heiser.' the harness manufacturer, is steady. Muttons $3.504.30; lambs ney began in the morning and
at the Montezuma. He brought an at $5.006.35; fed wethers and yearl- smoked all day 1b spite of her."
tractive array of saddles, spurs and ings $4.005.35; fed western ewes
bridles to delight the heart of every
It Business.
$3.504.10.
horseman." ' '
"I don't see why you folks In this ;
Omaha, Neb., May
Dion Geraldine, the capitalist from
ft barometer to tell
oUce court k
f!hifaen. Wan in the citv vesterdav. He ceipts 4,400. Market steady to 10c
weather
COWS
"Whv nntV
h,c hoan lfttorct1 In !rrtraHnn mnt.Mwer. INailVe - Steers So.OUWb
western
$3.255.75;
ters in the Taos country and also hasjand heifers
"Because every day In a police court
He left for steers $3.505.80; Texas steers $3.25 Is a fine day."
interests in California.
5.10; range cows and heifers $3
the coast last nieht.
hours and eighteen 6.65; canners $2.854; stockers and
"Twenty-twMP
A
A Vain Effort.
,
mtHutes in actual running time was feeders $3.5050; calves $46.75;
"Did Tupper understand much ot
bulls,
etc.,
stags,
$3.755.
Charles
expended by District Attorney
In
Sarah Bernhardt's performance
Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
Hogs
Receipts 11,300. Market French?"
J.
W. G. Ward, W. E. Gortner.and
mixed
Heavy $5.655.85;
Roof in driving Mr. Ward's new tour- steady.
"No. He carried along a bill of fare
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
$5.755.80; light $5.SO5.90; pigs $5
car from Denver to Las Vegas."
ing
printed In French, but it didn't seem
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Phone Black No. 52,
5.80; bulk sales $5.70 5.85.
Las Vegas Optic.
to helphJmm.uo"
Market 5
Sheep
Receipts 500.
Miss Antonia Silva, her mother,
10
to
$4.40
5;
higher.
Yearlings
Mrs. F. Silva and brother Jose Silva
left Sunday fo Santa Fe, where they wethers $4.104.65; ewes $3.604.50;
will spend several months. Miss An lambs $5.25 6.35.
tonia will return in October and . Chicago, May 10. Cattle Receipts
"QUALITY & PURITY"!
again take charge of the school, at 18,000. Market steady to shade lower.
Beeves $4.956.45;
Texas steers
Torreon. Estancia News.
W. H. Morgan, manager and pro-- i $4.60 5.60; western steers $4.80
prietor of the Morgan livery stable 5.60; stockeranlid feeders $4 5.55;
company of thiB city, has received a cows and heifers $2.405.55; calves
letter from,' Bruce Williams stating $4.506.65.
Market1
that he is on the Navajo reservation
Hogs
Receipts 22,000.
buying horses. Mr. Williams was 100 strong to 5 cents higher. Light $5.95
6.30 ; mixed $5.90 6.22
miles from a railroad and 40 miles
;
heavy
from a, pQ8tomce and had to send the $3.756.10; rough $5.755.90; good
to choice !5.9O6.10; pigs i5.80
letterjby a courier.
8.25; bulk of sales $5.95 6.15;
I!
in
Offlco of the Adjutant General,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 6, 1911.
The New Mexican Prlnong
&
Proposals will be received at this pan j has prepared civil and criminal
office until l: 0O o'clock p m. May 23d, dockets especially for the use of Jus- and then opened, for furnishing tices of the peace. They axe especial-1 191L
all material and labor and installing jly' ruled, with printed headings, in
on Territorial target range near Las either Spanish or English, made of
n
steel tank, motor, good record paper, strongly and
Vegas 1
motor and pump house, and ably bound, with leather back and
water distributing' pipe. The TerrI- - covers and canvas sides, hall full!
tory reserves the right to reject any Index In front and the fees of justlcei
or all bids or any part thereof . Infor-o- f
the peace and constables printed
mation furnished upon application.
in full on tbe 2rst page. The pages
A. S. BROOKES,
are 10
Jnches. These books are
Adjutant' General. made up lp civi; and criminal dockets,
separate of 31 pages each, or with
' For hire at
J
both civil and criminal bound in one
popular prices Buggies and saddle horses.
:
book, 80 paes civil and 320 pages I
:
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
;" THEODORE CORRICK, Prop.
To introduce them they are
criminal.
'
'
Phone Bfack 132.
"1
offered at the following prices
i
DRUGGISTS
Civil or Criminal
-now
are
many people
using
Combined Civil and Crlnrin.-- J . . 4.00
Phone Red 161 :: West Side Plaa
'
r or D cents wuuuuuu wr n oius'
Paxtine
Antiseptic
tor a
The new toilet gfemic'tde powder to be docket, or 65 cents additional
'
combination docket, they will be sent
dissolved in water as needed;
Foe all toilet and hygienic uses: it la by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
better and more economical. u
full must accompany order. Stats
.
To cleanse and whiten the
plainly whether English or Spanish
i teeth,'' remove tartar and
Is wanted.
healing
printed
'
prevent decay.
(Old1 Sparks Ranch)
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
To disinfect the month, deAND
FROM
ROSWELL.
TO
disease
and

H?--

!

i

'mra

j

-

Real Estate
es

Surety Bonds

&

$8.00

$12.00

$5.00 up
$1.50 up

75c to $2.00
$3.50
$5.00
to
$2.50
$1.65
$2.00

Long Silk Kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas
Kaki Walking Skirts
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
White Rep Skirts

;

-

Crash Suits

Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas

j

'

1

Linen

Gingham Dresses
House Dresses

1

2

Line

Munsons Sun and Tubproof

?

f

JSTew

1

$3.00
$2.50

i
j

.o

0.

New-Nobby-Styli-

C. WATSON & CO.

.;'.'"

',- -

Prices
:

Surprise Everybody

:

'"

,

SPRING

and Snappy

sh

WE SET THE PACE

'

fllOUD&GQ.

FURNITURE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

REMEMBER THIS!
K?C

0

A

Crisp Wholesome Food
READY-TO-EA-

T

Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
Kookt-Otis far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor Is more
delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourishmentand Kookt-Otrepresents the best form of oats that has ever
been produced.
gg,
e

le-Re-'

ANY...

FOOD

BREAKFAST

A NEW

i

We Bond More People
Than Any. Other Company
In the World!

NATION

I

e

'A

Try a Package

o

Arkansas Strawberries

Santa

H,

s.

K

K

kaiTne

&

CO.

'A

it

.

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

PONGEES

j

:

2

ft

"ALWAYS

-

RELIABLE":

We have all the latest styles
Women's Men's fine Stockings

j

1

PFLUEGErt

JOHN

In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for you
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could

dur-pum-

f

FOR LESS

:

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

Instead of Uquld

5f

it

Come down and look at him in
"
wnrM nvpr fnr
?n

BUTT

Antl3e)ticsorPeroxide

$2-7-

CO.:

BROS.

Champagne, Wine

i

1

Best of Beds

'
Water
"
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost Willow and Bear Creeks
!

.

Write Pecos

r

germs,
stroy
purify the breath.
To keep artificial teeth and
bridirework clean, odorless
To remove nicotine from the teeth and
purify the breath after smoking.
Jo eradicate perspiration and body
odors by sponge bathing.
The best antiseptic wash known.
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat, wounds
and cuts. 25 and 50 eta. a box, druggists
or by mail postpaid. Sample free.
,

THK PAXTON TOILET

''

-

"

'.-

SOLE AGENTS
,

:

FOR

Electric Toasters

WaterMeaters
'Si

-

..

UP

THOSE

SIGN WRITING

First Class Work Guaranteed

GLASS

Water Glasses

WE ARE NOW READY

etc

Water Pitchers

Francisco

c.wt

J
j!

k
it

and Pefcolater&

V

Y.our

INTRODUCTORY

PRICES-AS- K

'

TO

Pictures
THEM

FOR

AND NOVELTIES

309 San Francisco

Street

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

'

DAY

'..

AND

I

I

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

DARK

PLACES

FOR

.Santa Fe Water and Light Company,
v.

r--

1

.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

' Hot
'

Frame

CARDS

.

SERVICE
WIRE

;

Electric Irons That Stay
.

CO.,Bo.Mass.

Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. nnd arrives at Roswell at 3:30 P. m- - Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. in. The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. 9ockard.

'

'

CONTINUOUS
.,

ne w line medium !flfice

v

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

II

S

tbe ft

Toet

'

Telegraph Glorieta

A

H. C. YONTZ,

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
,

&

He is known and sold

our window.

ROCK CRYSTAL CUT

.

'

Cold Pure Spring

See Our Stock.

;

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

'

Possible Desire.

1 Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

BETTER

;

-

FOULARDS

j

15,000-gaIIo-

Best of Food

AND

.j ,

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

(

--

PAGE SIX

AUX.-CA-

SANTA FE, N.

N,

HOW HE LURED

k

St, Louis Rocky ML

HE SANTA FE NiiW

PLANS FOR POWER GRAB
RUSHED.
FROM ILLINOI
Electric Lighting
go

Pacific

Company

Railway

TV tVI
L11C T"Yircjr3.Ti-

of
Chicago, May 10. Conservation
resources owned by the people has
reached an acute stage in Illinois.
Suddenly the insignificant Illinois
Valley Gas and Electric Light Co. capitalized at 1,000 has become a
corporation with ail plans matured for acquiring the lighting companies of Chicago and a dozen towns
and cities in Illinois valley. A conspicuous member of the
merging
crowd is the Economy Light and Power Company of Joliet, wjhich has been
fighting the state for the profit there
is in harnessing the De3planes river
to produce electric current.
Similar
power grabs are under way the country over.
No sooner were the bills in the Illinois legislature for the regulation of
public
given
utility companies
"knockout drops" by the hostile delegation headed by "Bathhouse" Cough-lithan the new activity became so
important that its movements and in
a degree its plans became public. Its
efforts were directed towards
hurry-uthe completing of the merger before
any new law for the regulation of
curb on the capitalization of public
and their
rates
utility companies
coud be enacted. On the other hand,
Governor Deneen has exposed and denounced them and begun desperate efforts to checkmate them before the
merger can be put through.
In addition to the North Shore Elec- trie Company and Commonweal'h Edison Company and the
Economy
Light & Power Company, the Insull
r
franmonopoly has secured
chises in the following cities in the
Illinois valley: Joliet, Morris, Seneca,
Ottawa,
Wilmington,
Streator,
Gardner,
Dwight, Odell,
Pontiac,
a
Plaintield, Yorkville, Coal City,
and Braidvvood.
It has announced its intention of extending its
.
operations throughout the Ilinois

172
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RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, tst

(Rend Down)
1

p ni
.

....
TTTTT

"

It

,

a mi

0
4
11
16
20
25
81
42
49

0

2 30
2 47 .
8 07
3 46

1

48
55

8 35

2

4 16

68
76
82

4 43

6 00
5
5
6
6

10
18
2S
45

H
--

i

94

20

STATION'S

Miles

7 30
7 40
05
o 20
35
8 50
9 10
9 35
10 0!)

(Head Up)

1910

Lv. Den Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumnldo--

4
3
3
3

00
60
30
15
8 05
2 45
2 25
1 55
1 30

-

lied man

t'apullu
Vigil
Thompson
CunninghamN.M
...n itf ton House
I.v1
Raton. N. M
Ar
Ar
Katou.N.M
,Lv
.. .Clifton House N' M.
S Preston
Koehler Junction.
.Koebler.

10 15
9 49
9 32
8

J5

.

Ar
Lv
Ar

9 05
8 20

ilOolfax
Oerrososo

Lv
Olinarron
Ar
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N.M... Lv

8 02
7 45

am

6 35
27
6 17
6 00

pm

p in

,Oonnects at Colfax with B. P. S. W. Ry. train both Xorthand Soutb.3
SStagc for Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston N.iM."
Stage leaves Ute Park. Jf, M., for Bllzabethtown, N.- M.. at 9:00 a. m, naliy excep)
: fifty
pound baggae carried free.
uadays, Kare fc oo one way 13.50 round trio
Des Mclnes. N. . for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
O. & S. train leave
th at 4:33a. m.
M--

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

C. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent

F.

M,

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

5HIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso' Bisbee
s
and all points ia NewMnt- ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence,

From Santa Fe

THE

BEST
ROUTE

Pk
MiiwSgl
Sp'

EAST
QR

WEST

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

f- -

p. Agent,

El Paso Texas.

When Going

EAST

WEST:
USE THE

About twenty years ago I began to break out with Eczema on my
head, legs and arms, and commenced treatment with the local doctors,
but did not get much relief. I continued to treat the disease under
the direction of different physicians for two years, and at the end of
I then quit them ami
that time they said the disease was chronic.
tried various ointments, salves, lotions, etc, for another two years,
but soon I was as bad off as before, so I finally decided to let medicine
alone, and for twelve or thirteen years I suffered intensely from the
Eczema.
During the time I lost about half of my hair. At last I began S. S. S., doubtful of a cure, because the disease had run on so long,
but I soon discovered that your medicine was doing me good, and
continued to take it. After taking S. S. S. for awhile I was completely
cured of the Eczi'.ua, not having a single spot left on my body, which
before was almost complately covered with the eruption. I waited
until the Spring to see if it would return, but have seen no signs of it.
and am satisfied the cure is permanent It ha9 been several years now
and I do not believe I will ever have any return of the trouble.
F. C NORFOLK.
1017 Hackberry St, Ottumwa, Iowa.

n

What S. S. S. did for Mr. Norfolk it can do for every one who if,
afflicted with a Skin Disease. .He is just one of the many thousand-who have cured themselves by the simple process of purifying tl..
We want you te
blood and removing the cause from the circulation.
be cured if you have any skin trouble, and shall endeavor in this shon
talk to tell you just why S. S. S. will accomplish the desired result.
The skin is composed of two distinct layers. One is known as the
epidermis or outer skin, which has no fibres, and serves principally
covering to the body. The other is known as the derma or true skin,
and is composed of elastic fibres, fat tissue, glands, lymphatics, nerves
etc. The thousands of tiny veins and arteries with which this lowei
section is interlaced, supplies the cuticle with healthful properties fror
the circulation to keep the skin smooth and healthy. We can therefor
readily see how necessary it is for the blood to be pure if the ski
remain free from disease, and also why humors and acids in the circ.i
lation always find their way to' the surface and cause skin affections.
'
All skin troubles are due to a humor or acid in the blood. Instea
of supplying rich, nutritive properties to the cuticle, the circulation
tisconstantly deposits an acrid impurity into the sensitive fibres and
sues. This causes inflammation of the under layer of the skin which
snlits or breaks the thin outer tissue and causes an ulceration of the
glands, producing a discharge upon the surface, in the form of Eczema,
Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc. There is likewise a dry form of skin disease
such as Acne. Psoriasis, etc. In these varieties the humor in the blood
!
diseases the pores, hair follicles, etc., causing them to swell anc
i
rashes, eruptions and like
to the outer surface.
Pimples,
protrude
. .
i
i
..:L: ....
trouuies are an a tie to impure ,i
uioou, una umy a uiuuu puunci can m.
them. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., will perhaps arrora some tempo
's rv relief from the itching, and assist in keeping the skin clean, bin
such treatment can have no effeet on the humors in the blood, anc
therefore never do any permanent good.
S. S. S. cures Skin diseases of every kind by neutralizing the acid'
S. S. S. conls the acid
and removing the humors from the biood.
heated circulation, builds it up to its normal strength and thicKness
multiplies its rich, nutritious corpuscles, and adds to its purity anc
nourishing qualities in every way. Then the skin, instead of beiiu
irritated and inflamed by hery humors ami acicis, is nounsneu, sooinei.
and softened by a plentiful supply uf rich, pure blood. S. S. S. is the
greatest of ail biood purifiers ana therein lies its ability to cure skin
diseases. It cures Eczema, Acne. Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, boils,
rashes and all eruptions of the cuticle. These troubles cannot remain
when the cause has been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove
the cause by purifving the blood. Book on Skin Diseases Free to all
vho write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
IN BUILDING OPERATIONS.

Statistics of One Year in
of the Largest Cities
tates.
United

Fifty-On- e

in

the

Under the heading "Building Operations in 1909" in an advance chapter of "Mineral Resources," just issued by the United States Geological
table shows
Survey, the following
the building activities of 51 of the
larger cities in the United States in
1909:

Colorado Springs and Pueblo

....

fifty-yea-

Men-dot-

val-ley-

A safe and absolutely harmless
'
undoubted standing in Karon.
8TOMAI1IX relieve, pain, aids digeation, atiranlatm the appetite, and tonea the entire rtem.
fnnctiona
to
the
their
digestive
normal power, eo that they may perform their work unaided.
restoring
HTUNAI.IX doe not inflict a drug habit.
STOMAI.1X is invaluable to brain workers, increanes the capacity for effort, corrects ailments
of children, benerits the yonthful and aged, and is absolutely harmless.
fW ufe lj ult VmyiAU.
Of

flies about them
have
eise nies
noiiseneepers,
would not he there. If therefore, you
wish to bear the reputation of cleanliness in your neighborhood, be sure
that your trash and manure heaps
are frequently
removed, and that
'
your house ia properly screened!

Philadelphia, May 10 That "living
beings exist wherever a star twinkles"
was the statement made by Professor
It Will Amount to Very Nearly Five T. J. J. Lee, astronomer in charge
or the naval observatory
at Mare
Million Bales or Half of World's
Total.
island, Calif., and a scientist of international fame, at the annual meeting
Austin, Texas, May 10. Last year of the American
Philosophical soin round numbers ciety.
Texas produced
three million bales of cotton, one- WORTH WEIGHT IN GOLD.
third of the entire output of the cotton belt of the nation. This year the
Abingdon, Va. Mrs. Jennie McCall,
cotton farmers are predicting a rive of this place, says, "I had been trou- million bale crop in Texas. This pre- .bled with female complaints, for ov
diction is based upon three conditions: er ten years. I could not 'walk or
increased area devoted to cotton, bet stand on my leet and had been al;
ter farming as a result of the work of most confined o the house, for a
the agricultural schools in the state long time. I began to take Cardui,
and of the constant suggestions mads the woman's tonic, and now I can
by those who have produced the'great-es- t walk anywhere I want to go. Cardui
acre results, and the most season is worth its weight in gold." This is
able conditions for a period of ten a high estimate on a plain, herb
years. In all parts of the state, large medicine, yet there are thousands of
ranches have been broken into culti women who would gladly pay this
vated areas and devoted to cotton, and price for a remedy to relieve their
according to reports, the conditions suffering. Cardui has helped others.
of the crop never were more promising Why not you? Try it. Your drugat a corresponding season of the year gists sells It, in $1 bottles.

',

Mexico.
University of New
N. M.
Albuquerque,

Summer School, 1911.

j

There Is Onty One

"Brorno Quinine
That is
Laxative Bromo

and gives special

99

t

Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal subjects offered: Gener-

X

al History, English Literature, Phy-- .
sics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School In-

structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Dollars.
(Exclusive of Laboratory
.

(

Fees.)

Circular of Information on
tion to the Registrar of the

applicaUniver,

sity.

IRA

MORGAN
Successor to B. P. Williams

purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
day or night
kind
of a ri; you may want. I will
to furnish you 'with any
ndeavor to rive prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
:
:
::
::
our patronage.
I have

!

I

STARS TEEM WITH
MILLIONS OF LIVING BEINGS.

BUMPER COTTON CROP
ASSURED IN TEXAS.

Hotel Arrivals.

w

than they are today, and so far no
section of the state reports so much
as a suggestion of boll weevil. New,
Mexico, too, will double its cotton
production this year.

those "who

are dirty

"Froav every point of view, public
interests require the appointment at
the present session of a waterway
commission to confer with the federal government and to protect
the
rights of the people of our state in
the water, power to be developed,"
Governor Deneen declared in the special message. Both conservation and
the protection of the public against
were the reasons
he gave. Regulation of the public
utility companies both for the protection of the public and the safeguarding of investors he declared to be an
urgent need in Illinois as in other
states. His views were very similar
to those recently expressed, by the
heads of large corporation Enterprises
who prefer stability and security to
President Theodore
quick profits.
N. L. Vail of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company said, in a
MMM
vein very similiar to Governor DePalace.
neen 's: "What is and should be conA. Appelbaum, Louisville;
C. H.
demned, prevented and punished, is
Adams, Denver; Mr. and Mrs. H. G. the abuse made of
corporate machin
H.
A.
Blake, Denver; ery to the detriment of
Vaughn. Pecos;
the public
E. Abrahams, Cincinnati;
Mrs. E. J.
welfare, and such abuse as has been
Coen, Helen M.' Coen, Chicago; Mrs. and is
being practiced so extensively
B. A. Ward and Miss Edna C. Ward,
for
Joliet. 111.; William E. Turner, H. D. times purely speculative and often
Public
swindling enterprises.
F. Baer,
Tompkins, Kansas City;
control or regulation of pubic service
Lardsberg, Germany.
corporations by permanent commisMontezuma.
sions, has come to stay. Such conJ. W. Pearce, Albuquerque; H. C. trol and regulation can and should
McNamara, Denver; L. B. Miller, Mrs. stop all abuses of capitalization,
of
D. M. Miller, Elizabeth, N. J.; R. H. extortion or of
unreaof
overcharge,
Hawkins, Denver; O. A. Burtner, Al- sonable division of profits."
buquerque; O. A. Larrazolo, Las VeThe tremendous effort- being put
gas; G. W. Sheppley, Milwaukee; C. forth by the power companies
to seW. Henry, San Francisco; Louis
cure franchise rights before, public
Albuquerque; Dion Geraldine, regulation becomes too
was
Chicago; Ben Baum, New York; C. shown by the fact that general
the Illinois
Bar-deO.
S.
P.
F.
Clark,
Kahnt,
Ieroy
Valley Gas and Electric Light ComDenver; V. M. McCoy, Mountain- - pany,
incorporated a
at
ago
iair; D. C. Heinzinger, El Paso; Carl $1,000, within a monthyear
filed a trust
Hardy, Clovis.
deed to the Ilinois Trust and Savings
j
Coronado.
i
Bank for a $10,000,000 issue of bonds,
Jonn sianoru, .virs. jippieu. ana us and it also increased its capital to
Epplett, J. if, waisn, Kspanoia; .uerov $6,250,000. . Thus in less than two
Drake, 'Ponca City, Okla.; Thomas months the company grew from a pigO'Neill, Trinidad; Mr. and Mrs. M. G my to a giant capitalized at $16,250,000
Herman, Hermosillo; J. B. Conroy, with a prospect that that capitalizaChicago; B. B. Palmer, Fort Sumner. tion will be enormously , increased
when the Commonwealth Edison ComTHOUSANDS OF CHILDREN
pany is taken over in the merger as

I 5.551,951
Atlanta, Ga
9,761,788
SHORTEST LINE TO
Baltimore, Md...
16,756,431
Boston, Mass
64,267,301
Brooklyn, N. Y..
9,895,000
Buffalo, N. Y
2,249,745
Cambridge, Mass
.. 95,238,380
.
Chicago, 111
7,429,529
Cincinnati, Ohio.
... 13,028,294
Cleveland, Ohio.
3,598,601
Columbus, Ohio.
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONSjAT
1 7(in snn
Dayton. Ohio
11,534,983
Denver rj0o
14,301,450
Detroit, Mich
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING ORIUNION DEPOT
1,146,702
Fall River, Mass:....
2,872,427
Grand Rapids, Mich
4
:
3,440,925
Hartford, Conn
7,136,560
Indianapolis, Ind
4
(!,S82,610
Jersey City, N. J
1,196,390
Kansas City, Kans
DIE UNNECESSARILY.
13,367,730
Kansas City, Mo
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
13,256,329
Los Angeles, Cal
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
OfPce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M Louisville, Ky.
2,972,505 In Colorado
2,462 Infants Succumbed
1,328,853
Lowell, Mass
Most of Them From
Last
Year,
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
4,324,377 '
Memphis, Tenn
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Attorneys-at-LaPreventable
Disease.
Wis
11,841,713
Milwaukee,
Practice in tje Distri t Court as Minneapolis, Minn
13,092,300
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- and those Suffering from Diseases of
the Stomach and Intestines.

When tb digestive organs mre weakened or impaired one or more (not all) of the following
gjrmptoms arise: Coated tongue, lack of appetite, vomiting, intestinal pains, jaundice, burning pains
in stomach, headache, acidity, di.r.iness, constipation, colic general depression, aversion to certain
foods, djrspep4ta, duurhtea, liatulenoe, stomach acba. In all such cases relief is at once afforded by
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SCREEN THE HOUSE,
KILL

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

THE FLIE8.

Much Easier to Keep Out Pests Than
It Is To Cure Illness Which
They
May Cause.
Are you doine anvthine- tn
the world better for your having lived
in it?
God bless the man who first invented screens.
The device that has at
once brought the greatest
degree of
personal comfort,
of
cleanliness
household and individual safety is the
door and window screen.
No other
invention of the last quarter of a
century can compare with its worth
and utility as a lite and health saver,
and yet, until recently, screens were
used principally to exclude the fly and
mosquito solely on the ground of per
sonal comfort.
Heads of fajnilies who are looking
for an investment may be assured
of one that is certain of enormous re
turns through the prevention of sick
ness and maybe death by the early
and effective screening of every out
side door and window of their hom.
it is much easier to keep flies out
by proper screening than to get them
out once they get in.
Screen your
house!
Scientists of all countries
are agreed on one point that the fly
is carrier of disease
germs there
fore, screen your house!
Flies love to feast on filth, and
then get Into the house and wipe
their feet on your cake or baby's bottle.
Screen the house! It is true
they are nature's scavengers, but they
spread filth and very often disease
in doing their work; besides it is better to do your own scavengering by
keeping clean than to have the fly
do it for you; for not only is the fly
a dangerous companion, but clean
people are beginning to suspect that
-

ir,l.

3

0

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

SAN DIEQO,
LOS ANGELES,

May, 12, 13, 14,

May, 12, 13, 14,

$50.90

$49.15

J

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31

$68.35
Return Limit, July 31st,

1911

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"'

For Particulars Call on, or Address,
'

U.

SanteFe,

S.

LUTZ,

Afent.

N, M.

ROSWELL

AUTO CO.,

ROSWELL,

N. M.

Carrying the V. B. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. It, and
Roswell, N. M- - connecting with the
HI Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa Fe Railroad.

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs,
each regular ticket, excess baggage,
at the rata of $6.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
rates are given for excurar- Special
sions, for eight or more passengers.

To-pek-

Leaves Vaughn at. 8: 45 a. m.,
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:$0 a. m- - ar- For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. at.

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGES

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

10, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
Thompson was one of the
pioneers in Whiteside county and
made money at farming and then at
manuiaciunng ana oanklng in an
amount which he believed to be all
one man should have.
Then he was
notified some years ago that a relative in Michigan had died leaving
several milion dollars to a small number of heirs, and askine him to come
immediately to claim his share which
was several hundred thousand, he did
not even have enoucrh interest in the
matter to go to Michigan, but merely
scrawled a note in reply ."Keep it; I
have all i want."
Deadly Crossings.
Death and injury due to country
road crossings of railroads have in
Indiana been reduced nearly one-haaccording to reports to the League
For Public Safety, as a result of the
new sien board renuirements of the
Indiana railroad commission. Instead
of the old "Stop, L,ook, Listen," or
Railroad Crossing. Look Out for
the Cars," the sign board announces
Railroad
big letters:
'Danger,
The effect of this change
Crossing."
has been the reduction of the number killed at the ceintry road cross
ings from 162 in 1908 to 41 in 1910.
0
notwithstanding there are over
such crossings.
In Massachu
setts, where many of the grades are
elevated, there still remain 734 grade
crossings, upon which in 1908 some
49 persons were killed. The good results of the definite warnine of dan
ger have been so decided that the
old sign boards are being replaced
ith the new ones by the mandatory
order of the railroad commission.
Chairman W. J. Wood of the commis
sion, said: "This useless and lamentable crime and condition of killing
people on highways and on the railroad tracks will go on with mathematical certainty until shame shall
stimulate state pride to legislative
action."
This one saving in lives,
appraised merely at a monetary value of $10,000 each, amounts to a
sum large enough to pay for sign
boards many times, but nevertheless.
some of the railroads, including the
Pennsylvania system, whose superintendent appeared in person to protest
have opposed the change because it
involved an expenditure.
In the effort to reduce the loss of life and
property due to accidents one of the
most serious obstacles has been the
complacency of the operating officials
of some of the big systems.
At one
legislative hearing the representative
of the Pennsylvania lines declared
that he knew better than any railroad commission what was needed.
It was pointed out to him, however,
that necessary steps had not been
taken and the improvement in question was adopted by compulsion, with
a resulting great saving to the life,
limb and property which represented
a large addition to the earnings pt
tne railroad company.
Shortage in Linseed Oil.
The alarm of paint manufacturers
of Chicago at the world's
shortage of
eighty million gallons of linseed oil
and the greater fear that all seed
flax would be exhausted has not been
lessened by reports from Canada. Although an enormous addition will be
made this year in the acreage under
cultivation, owing to the influx of
new settlers from the United Statea
and Europe, the acreage in flax will
De limited by the
shortage of seed.
Even at prices of $3 to $3.75 a bushel
seed flax has not been obtainable.
Consequently thousands of acres intended for flax will be seeded to
wheat.
This leaves the house paint
situation worse than before.
The
normal crop of the United States is
about 28,000,000 bushels, but in 1909
it was only 18,000,000 bushels and in
1910 it was 10,000,000.
This caused
importations of more than 9,000,000
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SPIRIT
IS AROUSED

Chicago Veterans Indignant

at Intended Desecration
of Memorial Day
FRATERNAL INSURANCE

UNSOII

Where Not 'Adequate Provision
It Made for a Large
Surplus.
Chicago, May 10 The war spirit of
'61 was Toused by the prospect of G.
A. R. veterans marching as a minor
section of a work-hors- e
parade in
The date chosen by a
Chicago.
horse show parade association was
Memorial Day, for which day, also,
unusual preparations have been made
this year to stir the patriotism of
citizens who are eternally chasing
Arthur Meeker, president of
dollars.
the horse show association, merely
smiled in derision when notified that
the grand army veterans were up in
arms. A prominent old soldier said:
"To be made the tail end of a horse
of
show on the

Fort Sumpter not only is a personal
insult to surviving veterans but is a
desecration of a day set apart for a
day devoted to
specific purpose,
memorial services, to the strewing of
flowers on graves of our fallen comrades. In a few years there will be
no more old soldiers and citizens will
not be bothered with these disputes,
but until then we shall consider such
a demonstration as the one proposed
a disgrace to civilization and an insult."
Whereupon resolutions were
adopted embodying these sentiments:
Preparations for a memorial parade
this year include all of the national
guard organizations of the city, fede
ral troops from Fort Sheridan, and
other military organizations to the
The work horses,
number of. 8,000.
if they parade, will not be out in such
numbers and have been denied, by
the South Park ' commissioners, the
'
right to parade in Michigan avenue
on Memorial Day on the grounds that
the G. A. R. had first permission.
Fraternal Insurance.
The ardent supporters of the uni
form bill to safeguard fraternal insu
ranee by joint committees of the
federations of societies with head'
quarters in Chicago, was vividly ex
plained by figures concerning the fra
ternals embodied in the annual report
of the Illinois insurance department.
' This report shows that the societies
doing business in die state have in
of
insurance
force $7,603,863,687
throughout the country against which
they have assets of $145,795,912. For
years the fact that societies had any
large balances in their treasuries was
pointed to as assurance of their
sound financial condition, the drain
upon the funds to pay death claims
when the age of the members in
creased not being considered. George
W. Miller, a Chicago attorney, who is
accepted authority on fraternal af
fairs, in arguing a case involving this
point, said: "It is a popular fallacy
that an insurance company or a fra
ternal benefit society whose claims
for benefits have been properly paid
and show as on nana a substantial
surplus is either in flourishing con
or in such condition financiany
dition that there is no immediate
uecessity for readjustment of its
rates of contribution.
Those who en
tertain this idea make an error as
to the assets and liabilities.; They
may go on paying current claims and
having a surplus accumulation, hut
reach a condition of hopeless insol-- .
The liabilities as reported
vency.
do not include the difference between
the future promises of members to
pay and the actual outstanding obligations for insurance. In one case a
society with $375,000,000 of promises
had as assets about $2,000,000 in
cash and future promises of the members worth $58,700,000.
If the ' society had been called upon to pay its
liabilities the deficiency would have
been $63,000,000.
The reason was
that the rates' collected .were inadequate to produce a fund which with
interest accumulations would pay the
death benefits."
The enactment of
the uniform bill in many states during the present session of the legislature promises to bring about similar
safeguards in all other states for the
reason that some societies do business in several and some In all
"
states.
Refused a Fortune.
The refusal of a fortune has given
novel
fame to Nathan
Thompson, one of the old members
of the Illinois Bankers' association,
which maintains headquarters in Chicago.
Thompson recently died at
Prophetstown, 111., leaving a snug fortune of nearly $100,000 which might
have been five times as large If he
had been willing, according to the
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10,-00-

bushels last year.
The Argentine
crop, however, wag only half of ex-

pectations with the result that the
world's
was
35,000,000
shortage
bushels of flax seed from which linseed oil- is made.
That equals about
87,500,000 gallons of linseed oil. The
exports from, India normally are
irom two to three million bushels An
official report concerning the Canada
nax prospects .from J. S Dennis in
charge of colonization and irrigation
ior me Canadian Pacific in vnitem
provinces, said: "It is impossible to
say what the acreage of flax will be
mis year.
Of course, tHo inflnv nf
new settlers and the
breaking of
new lands has added
available for flax production, but the
trouble is that the seed , cannot be
had.
We don't kn
the result will he. but it is nlain that
the crop of flax will not be as
great
" ""sni "e noped.
It is a pity because the prospect Is that
very
will -prevail when thA a
"WW IB
.v
.
;
harvested."
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New York Going Backward.
decline of New York's
cial supremacy so
great that the
were it staged today,
would be located in Chlcaeo inBtH
of Gotham, was discovered
by a
iMcago delegation which vtnttori tt,
great Southwest, particularly Texas.
This conviction made a great
gain
wuen, aner tneir return, the delegation received a telwrram frnm n.
im
Chamber of Commerce of Amarlllo
in the Panhandle where
Chlcagoans
iuuk several million acres of land in
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS payment for bulldine the canifni nt
the state. This is what Judfee Mm
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
Logan for the Texas Panhandle haA
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, to say about It: "No matter
what tae
'
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the rest of Texas thinks the Imperial Panhandle
that its business ties are
of the Closer feels
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
to Chicaen than
BLADDER end all annoying URINARY Tremendous'
amounts of Chicago cap-IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to .u.i nave aireaay found investment
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY here. We, in, turn, are placing . our
trade orders with your Industrial and
PEOPLE and for WOMEN,
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark., commercial houses." John P. Mann
'
says. "For two years I havo been chairman of the foiroHn..
troubled with severe kidney trouble. that Chicago's geographical position,
The pains across my back and over a lower express rate and the friend- my hips were so bad that they almost uness oi tne people for this market
meant death to me at times. I used were great factors In v
nnMin.
several ' well known kidney remedies with New York and Str Louis for
which gave me no relief until I used Texas trade.;; "Bverywbere we went
Foley 'Kidney Pills, and these I can we were received with th : ntm.
nuthtully recommend - as ' they, have hospitality and impressed, ' not only
made me sound and well." Sold by witn tne cordiality of the- - eitfun.
S but the
all druggists.
s
the Texas
progresslveness
A

post-morte-

Texas-Steer,-

"

Foley Kidnoy Pills
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FOR THE SCRAP BOOK

Use Only 'Cascarets,
They Never Have Headache, oiiiousness. sluggish, inactive Bowels
or a Bad Stomach to Make
Them Miserable.

-

Happenings

Interest That Are

How Oyster Beds Are Renovated
Somewhat Remarkable System of
Voting In Australia Creation
of Phantom Shapes.

els.
, One Cascaret makes everything different. Don't say "I'll take it tomorrow night." Take it at once. Carry
a box in your pocket. The hours before bedtime are too good to be wasted. Cascarets are gentle and pleasant. Their action is as natural as the
action of fruit on the bowels. They
are. sold by all druggists at 10 cents
per box.

of

Worth Preserving.

A million boxes a month.
That's
the sale of Cascaret8. Ana every tablet in every box means a day of good
cheer. Think what a world of happiness this candy laxative has brought
to men and women also the children.
Are you getting your share?
Cascarets cure bowel troubles when
they have developed. But that is the
least of their uses. Their best service is to prevent the many ills that
eome from inactive bowels. Think of
the days when you are not at your
best. The mornings when you don't
feel right, the afternoons when you
are logy, the evenings when you are
irritable. The cause lies in the bow

i

The largest known shell heap, containing millions of shells, is the property of a New Haven company.
Such shells are far from being useless. According to the Strand they
are one of the most important adjuncts of the oyster industry. Unless
the spawn of the ovster have some
clean, smooth surface upon which to
attach themselves they die, for they
are very delicate in the first few davs
of their existence and require beds
as clean and sweet as do the most
delicate human babies.
It is while the shells are piled up in
these great mountains that they are
cleaned and freed from everything in
the way of dirt and bits of adhering
oyster eyes, by the air, rain and sunshine. When the cleaning process is
finished they are loaded unon steam
dredges and scows and then are
lowed out to the beds and carefully
spread over the bottom ready for the
set, as the fixing of the spawn to
their surfaces is called.
After they have served their purpose for one season's crop they are
taken up and brought back, to be
again piled and cleaned.

business men," he said.
"Every little town seemed to vie with the larger places in extending Texas hospitality. Our cars were fairly loaded
with fruits and other
deilcacies from the time we crossed
the state line until the time we left ABSENT VOTING IN AUSTRALIA.
its borders.
Not once during our
The Australian commonwealth, like
trip through the state diu we see an
the United States, Is divided into
intoxicated person."
states, with election
By
one method for absent voting the
elector is permitted to cast his ballot at any polling place within the
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
state or district for which he is regis
tered on making a simple' declaration
that his name is enrolled on the recA Thrilling Day in Richmond.
ords of one of the polling places withA thrilling day for us was the Sun
in that state or district.
day of Stoneman's raid, when, as usu
The second method of absent vot
al, a large congregation met at St. ing is by mail. An elector who has
Paul's Chuch, remaining for the com- reason to believe that during the pollhours of an impending election
munion service. We knew that a big ing
he will not be nearer than five
and terrible fight was on at Chancel- - day
miles to the polling place at which he
lorsville, in which sons, husbands, Is
registered, on application may rebrothers of many of the people pres ceive
a postal vote certificate and
ent were engaged.
Outside in the
postal ballot paper. With these he
soft spring air, a tumult of war sounds may
at any time on election day pre
continually distracted our thoughts sent himself before any government
and racked our nerves. The marching officer or employee at
any place in
of armed men, the wheels of wagons the commonwealth and in his
preBcontaining shot and shell, the clash ence mark the ballot. He will then
of iron gates in the Capitol Square deliver the marked ballot to the gov
opposite, went on without ceasing, ernment officer or employee, having
while repeatedly messengers came up first put it in a sealed envelope, and
the aisle touching some kneeling or the latter will mail It to the electoral
sitting worshipper on the shoulder, a officials of the district for which the
summons responded to by an electric voter is enrolled. The ballot so sent
start, and the hurried departure of will be counted when received by the
shocked, pallid people from
the electoral officials in the same mannei
church.
These were the calls to as if it had been regularly and per- come and receive some beloved one sonaiiy cast at the polling place.
brought in dead or wounded from the
SEEING GHOSTS.
field. To the rector of the church,
Dr. Minnegerode, in the act of adminA morbid condition of the organ of
istering the sacrament with another
clergyman, the sexton carried and de- sense or of the mind, aggravated by a
livered at the altar rails one of these morbid state of the organism as under
dread messages, at once obeyed by the influence of drink, opium or de
the father, whose son was reported lirium, is sufficient to invest our men
dead and awaiting him at the railway tal conceptions with phantom shape.
station. A great weight was lifted Our thoughts vary, according to the
from the congregation when the rec- violence of our emotions, from faint
mental pictures to vivid and almost
tor, looking dreadfully shaken, but recorporal apparitions. The strength of
lieved, came back to resume his in these
sensational Influences is naturterrupted service. It was the corpse ally proportionate to the
susceptibilor another volunteer whom
they had ity of the nervous organism. A conmistaken for his boy..
sideration of these facts in conjuncNothing in, the war, perhaps, except-- , tion with the acknowledged
neuroing the surrender, ever struck Rich- pathic tendencies of genius seems to
mond with such stunning force as the illumine many of the mysterious anannouncement of Stonewall Jackson's ecdotes witt which the names of
fall, of the amputation of his arm, great men snd women are associated.
arid finally of his death, following the The hallucinations of Mahomet and of
uaiue or unanceliorsville. Even the Joan of Arc, the appearance of his
brlliant victory of our arms was dying wife to Dr. Donne in Paris and
placed in total ecliDse bv this irronn r- - Luther's discomfiture of the devil by
able loss. From the first, when the summary contusion with a missile ink
shy Puritan professor of the vinHnia bottle, to mention but few instances,
Military Institute had startled the ar prosaicaljy resolve Into cases of abmies Dy his extraordinary darin an normal sensibility of the nervous system. Who would learn with surprise
military skill. Jackson had tnton
of the popular mind as a supreme far that Lucretius. Hawthorne or Emily
Bronte saw ghosts? It should rather
vonie.
uid Stonewall," "Old Jack "
or "Old Blue Light," was by the be an occasion for wonder that genius
is ever free from the visitations of
soldiers held in the reverent k.
specters.
stowed by Napoleon's
grenadier up- uu me person oi ueir sacred
emperSTEAM ROLLER ON RAMPAGE.
or. With Lee and Jackson tn th fn
quiet people sitting in their homes felt
Extraordinary scenes were witmemseives as behind two massive nessed
in Folkestone, England, the
towers or strength, facih and mAt. other
morning. A steam roller suding every adverse wind.
denly got out of control, and being on
From "Revolution, Grave and
Gay," a steep incline at the time, began to
by Mrs. Burton Harrison, in the May run down with great speed. The
Scribner.
driver, John Blackman, tried to stop
the engine but In vain. He then
Rescued From the Desert This pro- yelled to the people ahead, and they
duction made on the great American fled in all directions, with the exception of one little girl, who stood still,
desert. See it at the Elks' tonight.
paralyzed with fear. With a desperate effort the driver managed to steer
past her. The engine then mounted
THE JDIHCEOF A FRIEND
on to the pavement, tearing up and
crushing the curb, and crashed Into
Given to Those Who Need It
the East Kent Arms Inn. The wail
,. San Francisco,
Cal., "To anyone was cracked across, and inside the
who is
or who needs a good bar counter was shifted bodily. The
blood purifier, I want to recommend driver, jumping off Just as the colVinol the great cod liver and Iron lision occurred, escaped with only a
severe shaking.
tonic. I was
feeling badly
and only weighed about 140 pounds.
ROMANTIC WISHING WELL.
I took a course of Vinol it purified
my blood, gave me a finer appetite, and
Near Boston Spa, In Yorkshire,
built me right up. Now I am well
there is a
"wishing
and strong, weigh 175 pounds, and, England,which Is
else
well,"
probably
nothing
in fact, never felt better In my life." than a survival of pagan
John S. Charles, 3264 17th St, San The place Is called St. Helen's Well,
Francisco, Cal. (We guarantee this and has been so named ever since the
testimonial to be genuine.)
days of the Romans, hut those who inVinol is a delicious combination of troduced Christianity into these
the health-givinproperties of the Islands frequently
rebaptlzed the
cod's liver, with the grease elimin- pagan shrines which they found In
ated, and tonic iron added, blended In their path.
, v
'
a mlfd medicinal wine.
The legend runs that people visitwell to offer up
If your blood is poor or sluggish, ing this dried-u- p
your appetite poor, your digestion prayers will have their wish granted
weak or your vitality not up to the if they leave an offering in the shape
standard, or II you are suffering from of a shred of their own clothing and
in regard to
chronic coughs, colds or bronchial observe strict secrecy
nature of their - demands. Not
troubles,, try a bottle of Vinol with the
and superstitious country
the understanding that your money only lovers
pilgrimages to St, Helen's
will be returned it it does not help folk make
Well) the grove Is frequented in sumIt could not do what all these mer
you.
time by quite serious people, who
people claim It did for them It it was do not hesitate, when the backs of
not honest. Capital Pharmacy.
their companions .are turned, Jo nr--,
home-grow-

n

J

run-dow- n

run-dow-

tree-worshi-

g

NOTICE.
trvery tie some scrap from" their (nothing
to the twisted roots and murmur
Proposals will be received by the
of
their heart's desire Wide World Board of County Commissioners
Magazine.
Santa Fe County. New Mexico, for
of three
plans and specifications
NEW FRENCH TOYS.
bridges to be constructed, one over the
Santa Fe river on Canon road within
Not long ago M. I.eplne, the prefect the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
of police, organized an annual toy
One at the town of Galisteo, across
competition, and the top that wins a the Galisteo river at a point which will
prize becomes, so they say. hall- be designated by the chairman of the
marked and Is certain to attract at- board of county commissioners,
and
tention.
one other member of the board.
The chief feature this season is
One across the Galisteo river at the
called Le Circuit de l'Est, thus named town of Los
Cerrillos, at a point to
after the great aeroplane
race be designated by the chairman of the
through France a few months ago. It board and one other member of the
is very cleverly contrived and shows board of
county commissioners.
a biplane and a monoplane revolving
for
Said plans and specifications
at a great speed around a church
said bridges or either of them to be
steeple.
Another contrivance, half toy, half submitted to the said board of county
race game, consists of four aeroplanes commissioners on or before the first
turning round a mast and rising one day of June, A. D., 1911; at the office
above the other. It contains the gen- of the probate clerk of the county of
uine sporting element. I noticed, too, Santa Fe, X. M , at the court house in
that wild beasts are plentiful, espe- the city of Santa Fe, X. M at which
cially bears and tigers, although mon- time the different plans and specificakeys also are very well represented. tions for each of said bridges, after
Altogether toys have been very in- which bids will be called for, on or
geniously treated this year. From before the first Monday in July for
the construction of said bridges or
the Gentlewoman.
either of them, as the board may elect,
and only the plan and specifications
THE VATICAN OBSERVATORY.
which may be adopted, for each of
The Vatican observatory came Into said bridges will be paid for; but the
existence shortly before 1582, when proposal shall contain the amount of
in charge, which will be made for the
Pope Gregory XHI succeeded
if accepted.
amending the calendar. The Council plan and specification
The parties proposing plans and spe
of Nicea in A. D. 325 has assigned
March 21 as the date when the sun cifications, will be required to inform
entered the sign of Aries, but as Al- themselves as to the particular locafred Parr points out, the day was not tions at which each of the said
really a fixed one, and by Gregory's bridges, is to be constructed, also the
time the accumulated error which particular conditions existing at each
amounted to ten days, seriously af- of the said locations, which will enter
fected the date of Easter. The really into the matter of the construction of
active phase of the observatory's said bridge or bridges.
work began after the jubilee of Pope
The board reserves the right of re
Leo XIII in 1888, when a scientific ex- jecting any and all proposals.
hibition was held and among the presI. SPARKS,
ents received by the Vatican was a
Chairman of the Board.
number of metereological and as- GEO. W. ARMIJO,
tronomical instruments.
The latter
Clerk of the Board.
are now housed in domes built on the
massive turrets forming pari of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fortifications erected in the ninth cen(Coal Land.) tury by LeoIV.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
SAILORS' FIGHT FOR LIFE.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
A terrible peril faced the crew of
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
the steamship Mascot during a recent April 13, 1906, made homestead
entry
voyage, when the cargo of calcium No. 921107386, for SW
NE
NW
carbide went on fire. Calcium carbide
N.
SE
SW
section 5,
gives off, when wetted, the acetylene township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
gas now so largely used for its illumi- Meridian, has filed notice of intention
nating power, and when the Mascot to make final five year proof, to esencountered a heavy storm off the tablish claim to
the land above deDogger Bank, the drums of the danbefore register or receiver, U.
scribed,
gerous substance exploded, and the S. land office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on
whole fore part of the ship became
the 6th day of July 1911.
in
flames.
The
waves
enveloped
Claimant names as witnesses:
broke on board and drove the flaming
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
drums of carbide among bales of
Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Agustin
wood pulp. The deck and bulwarks
M.
became
but nevertheless the Pino, all of Galisteo. N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
crew bravely faced the task by throwRegister.
ing the burning cargo overboard, and
heaved 37 tons of carbide and 25 tons
Notice for Huclicatlon.
of wood pulp into the sea.
Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
DUPLEX CHURCH.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
9
April 27, 1911.
Old Heidelberg is justly celebrated
NOTICE is hereby given that Franfor the ancient university with one
professor for each seveu students: cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
but perhaps the most interesting who, on April 18, 1906, made homefor SE
thing in the old city from one point stead entry, No.
Section 32, Township 16 N,
of view is the Church of the Holy
Ghost. This church Is one of the Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
most ancient buildings in the town. filed notica of Intention to make Fir
Long ago a partition wall was run nal
proof, to establish claim
through the center, and services are to the land above described, before
held simultaneously according to the Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Roman Catholic and the Protestant Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
rituals. In the year 1791 the elector, the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Charles Philip, attempted to deprive
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
the Protestants of their half of the Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Monso
but
toleroffended the
this
church,
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
ant and
Heldelbergers that N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
he was compelled not only to desist N. M.
in this effort, but to remove the elecMANUEL R. OTERO,
toral court to Mannheim.
--

Millions of Folks

r
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WANTS
FOR RENT Six roomed house,
or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.

FOR SALE Household goods and
Galisteo street.
furnishings at 301
Call at any time.
FOR RENT Modern brick house,
beautiful rooms, bath, large yard, fine
location, $16 per month. 228 Agua
Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.
TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

guar-antee- d.

LAND SCRIP

PUBLIC

Hii-drct- h,

Arizona.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
communiRegular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at
7.30.

H. H. DORMAX,
CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.

Master

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.

1, R. A. M.

H. P.

4

1--

4

2

will

Scrip

pass title to government land without
it!ement, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot bo
procured in any other manner. By
use of strip costly, tedious and dangerous contests may be averted. Write
today lor full particulars. Fen S.
210 Fleming Bldg.,
Phoenix,

ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commanded
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

yCHAS. m.
A.
P- -

WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, ttecorder.

red-ho- t,

Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection Xo. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 31
Venerable Master.

9234-0739-

HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.

five-yea-

easy-goin-

g

its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited and

o

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,

From Sassari in Sardinia comes a
curious story of a peasant and a wildcat For the past few days Nicolo
Demartls, on returning home from hla
dally labor In the fields, was annoyed
to find his frugal store of cheese and
meat constantly diminished. Although
he carefully secured the door of his
humble habitation the thefts continued and at last he hid In a clump of
bushes and waited the coming of the
thief. He was astounded to see an
enormous wildcat approach his cabin,
and disappear through the window.
He opened the door and fired. The
animal fell, and the depredations
have now ceased.

Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Aeri- pina Delgado'de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry, No.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
NW.
Sec. 4, SE.
Sec. 5,
NE.
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, X. M.,
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
RANG HIS OWN DEATH KNELL.
Agustin Montoya, Joae Ortiz y Pino,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
; Rather extraordinary circumstances
MANUEL R. OTERO,
attended the suicide of a church sex
ton at the Hungarian village of
Register.
The Inhabitants
recently.
The New Mexican
were alariped by the violent ringing
Prtnnng com
of their cnurch bell, and thought a paay has prepared civil and criminal
fire must have broken out. As, how- dockets especially for the use of Jus
ever, none could be seen, some of tlces of the peace. They are especialthem went to the belfry to discover ly ruled, with printed headings, in
the reason, and there found the body either Spanish or English, made of
of the sexton dangling from the boll- - good record paper, strongly and durrope with which he had hanged him ably bound, with leather back and
self.
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index In front and the fees of justice!
of the peace and constables printed
Analogous.
"I am "afraid Prisctlla Primit will In full on the flrst page. The pages
inches. These books are
never be able to write smooth verse." are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
"Why so?"
separate of 3. pages each, or with
"She crowds her feet."
both civil and criminal bound in one
"Permit me deduce."
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
"Do so."
"She probably gets that metrical criminal. To introduce them they are
habit from crowding her feet into her offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
I2.7E
shoes."
Combined Civil and Crirrlc-- J .. 4.00
' For 45 cents additional for a single
Horrors!
55 cents additional for a
"She is always doing something docket, or
combination docket, they will 'be sen!
original."
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
- "Yes, hut her latest stunt, if It
j full must
order. State
accompany
a fad, will upset society."
' "Why, what is it?"
plainly whether English or Spanish
"She has employed a nurse to look printed heading Is wanted.
after her poodle and Insists on lookTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ing after her baby herself."
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for RosweTt,
daily.
An Unconscious Admission.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rot-wel- l
"Oh, darling, love me love met I
at 8:30 a. m. nnd arrives at Ros-wewant you to love me for all you are
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
worth," said the aged millionaire who
had ' persuaded the beautiful young Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
'are between Santa F and Torrance
widow to promise to be his wife.
"I do," she replied, and then she Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
absentmladedly added, "and I lore Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoyou for Ji
r mobile by wire. J. W. ff'ockard.
Koros-Bajan-

9210-073S-

4

4

4

I

ll
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Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
erB are always welcome.
EDWARD C, BURKE,
President,

C.

J. NEIS.
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets
and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

y

-

ju.arejfortlL'.

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Register.

WILDCAT WAS THIEF.

'

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

Farmer.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound. No. 10. eastbound.
Returning arrive Ji Santa Fe 12:10
P. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west'
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
P. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 tastbound.
F.e turn Ing arriv at Sama Fe 11:19
P. m.

D.

R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.

,

New Mexico Central Ry.
T

34

m

. nr.

east and
Arrive 8

HtV Mn

33 outh and west
p. m- - with connection!

from No. 83 east: 34 south and west
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medicine.
They are healing, strengthen-- ,
They act
ing, antiseptic and tonic.
For sale by all druggists.
quickly.

.
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Andrews "Cash" no. a
GROCERY and BAKERY

Santa Fe, X. M., jiay 10.
X
For New Mexico Fair
and S
colder tonight with local frost
in north portion.
Thursday
fair, colder in southeast por-tion.
X

j
i
J

'

Fresh Vegetables

j

Change of time on New Mexico CenOn Sunday May 14th, New Mexico Central will change the time of
their trains. The train from the
south w ill arrive at Santa Fe at 3:18
p. m., and the south bdxind train instead of leaving at 7:20 a. m., as at
present, will leave at 5:45 p. m.

of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
OUR

BAKERY

Everything first class

of bread for 25 cents

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

tral

DEPARTMENT

leaves

6

Sherwin-William- s
Painta and Varnishes at GOEBEI.S.
Who Gets the Order is a comedy and
will uncork a laugh at all times. It's
at the Elks".
250
FOR SALE Entire lot of
Mrs.
Otto
Chickens at 73 cents.
Retsch.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 188, when in need of milk.and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Change of Program at the Elks'
tonight: Rescued From the Deiert;
The Warrant for Red Rube; and tVho
Gets the Order. Show at 8 o'clock.
Train Late Santa Fe train No; 10,
from the south and west will arrive
this evening at 6:50 o'clock, seven
hours late. A stub train was run from

Phone No.4.

The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM

SALLY

OBSERVED

c;ro

PARTICULARLY SUITED

jfc

Jj

MORE UNIVERYEAR
jEACH

FOR THE OCCASION

::

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
our More is Filled with Suggestions.

iit

WORTHY

S.

YOUR

i

6

-

Hersch's Car Here Leo Hersch
now is the' proud possessor of an E.
M. F. automobile which arrived today.
Mr.

n

10, 1911.

mire, - wholesome
we
leavening ageni, wnicn manes
heaithiui-ness
biscuit and cake ol highest
at medium cost and protects theV
hmm ollim which Is the oreatest
InnJ UVH1
dietary aanger 01 me aay.

Me-sill- a

mm.

.

REBELS HAVE WON VICTORY.
price ranging up to $25 per' bead. The' present 'congress, and no other direccattle were taken liberally, the cut-- ; tion is given as to the' disposition of
(Continued From Page One.)
ting being les than has been common these lands, they will on March 5,;
in former years. Saturday at Aden, 1913, become subject to disposal un:
Kerr, Latham and Hall ' shipped 400 der any law then applicable thereto leaving not a man behind, the garrihead to the same firm". at Denver. and; without further orders from the gen- son began the evacuation at dawn.
More Troops for El Paso.
tomorrow there will be about 500 head eral land office.
I
Additional American troops arrived
Bank Increases Capital.
shipped from Magdalena.
Much Wild Game The farmers ,liv-- j
The First State bank of Las Cruces in El Paso during the night, troop B
ing along the Rio Grande north of has filed papers to increase its capital of the fourth cavalry, under command
Dona Ana in the old bosque lands stock from $30,000 to $50,000, the in-- , of Captain Chase, arrived at 3 a. m.,
have been trapping and killing a large crease to take effect, when the nevj and lined up around Pioneer plaza,
number of coons during the past few building is completed and the bank in-- where one troop from Fort Bliss had
been during the whole night. Troop
weeks. The animals are beginning to stalled therein.
i
be a great nuisance and have ruined
j B has been at Hachita, N. M., and was
With Cattle Stealing.
Charged
I ordered
a number of gardens, so thefarmers
here when the attack on
Francisco Martinez of Galisteo was Juarez was started
have been setting traps and using;
coon- dogs to
exterminate them as arrested by Rafael Gomez and InspecTroop K, of the fourth
cavalry,
much as possible. A number, of 'fine tor E. E. Van Horn of the Cattle San- which has been stationel along the
stealwith
cattle
skins were brought into Las Cruces' itary Board, charged
of Ysleta, also ar-- i
j river in the vicinity
from that section of the valley. Many ing He will be given a hearing this rived in El Paso during the night,
coyotes and wild cats are also being 't.fternoon before Justice Jose Maria j On the east 3ide of Pioneer plaza
killed by guns, traps' and poison all Garcia. Mr. Van Horn arrived in the horses of the two troops of cavalry
through the river bottom section and city yesterday to attend the hearing. are standing ready (for the mount
Returned to Roswell.
also in the cattle range, country.
j while the men,
with heavy equip-- j
Captain Murray, who has been ment, have spent the night, or as
FOUR BABY BEAVERS HERE.
spending some days here with the ad- much as it as they could, dosing on
jutant general, has returned to Ros- their roll of blankets. All has been
Continued from Page One.,
well where he is professor in the New in readiness with them for instant
Mexico Military Institute.
Captain action.
gentlemen, sometimes names having Murray has been appointed instrucbeen forged. But the height of
tor of the New Mexico National Guard
NOTICE.
was reached when Captain in the Pecos Valley.
Bids will be received by the Board
Fred Fornoff who has been at work
.
t f Trustees of the Miners' Hospital of
,
Notary Appointed.
,
on the matter for a week, received a ; Governor Mills has
appointed Dem-elri- New Mexico, till 12 o'clock noon on
letter from blackmailer telling him of
Perez of Las Vegas, San Miguel May 30th, 1911, for the construction
his activity to detect the blackmailof the north wing of hospital building
county, a notary public.
ers and "handing him a roast" too, Bid for Addition to Miners'
Hospital. at Raton, New Mexico. Plans and
and daring him to locate the writer.
On another "page appears an adver- specifications are on file with the secLands Withdrawn.
tisement asking for bids from con retary of the board, also at the office
e
Notice has been received at the Las tractors for the construction of the of I. H. and W. M. Rapp Co., Santa
Cruces United States land office from north wing to the Miners' hospital at Fe, New Mexico, and Trinidad, Colorado.
the general land office at Washington Rnton, Colfax county.
The board resume the right to rethat lots 1 and 2 of section 33, townFor soreness of the
muscles ject any or all bids.
ship 13, south of range 4 west, are
A. R. STREICHER,
withdrawn from entry and all other whether induced by violent exercise "
forms of disposal until March 5, 1913, or injury, Chamberiain's Liniment is Secretary of the Board of Directors,
Miners Hospital of New Mexico.
in aid of the legislation proposed in excellent. ;
This liniment is also
the pending H. R. bill No. 3020.. If highly esteemed for the relief it afIf you want anything on earth tr7
Sold
this bill is not enacted before the ad- fords in cases of rheumatism.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
journment of the last session of the by all dealers.
I

BEST FRIENDS

SPITZ,

not try

Albuquerque.

MAY

A

'

!

,:

Sm tJoar&ecomtiag

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

This is the season that most women begin to think of
touchingup'and redecorating the house. A change here
or there does much toward making things look like new.

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
If

V

Mr. Hersch will soon be' driving it
around town.
Death of Mrs. Dawson Mrs. Grace
Dawson, for many years a resident of
Raton, died from the effects of an operation at the Presbyterian hospital
at Chicago. A daughter, Bernice, survives. The funeral will take place at
Raton.
Found Lady's Gold Watch A Santa
Fean found a lady's gold watch with
pin and belt and owner may have
same by describing the articles giving
the initials in the monogram on the
watch and paying for this advertisement. Apply at the New Mexican for
information.
See Who Serves the Warrant on
Red Rube at the Elks' tonight. It is
exciting and interesting.
Two Weddings Today at Lake Valley, Sierra county, Miss Mabel Parks,
principal of the public schools at
Park, was married to James Poe,
a graduate of the school of Agricul
ture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Park. John D. Forbes and Miss Rain
Daley were married at Las Cruces and
will live at the American Bend colony.
Scarlet Fever in Dona Ana County
One case of scarlet fever has been
reported from Dona Ana aud it is
thought that the directors of the public schools there will close, tire same
for the year on this account. Every
precaution is being taken in Dona
Ana and in Las Cruces to stop Lie
spread of the disease.
Cattle Shipments Eight
Heavy
hundred and fifty head of cattle were
brought in to Las Cruces yesterday to
be ship'ped to Denver. W. W, Cox, C.
T. Turney and the Isaacks and Moss-maranches furnishing the stock. The
sale was made early this year, the

WEDNESDAY,

M.

At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
alwavs nt nricps von can afford to oav. We have paints, varnishes,
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along

pairs Holeproof for

MEN and WOMEN

this line.
'
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
whether you purchase anything or not.
Alabastines the beautiful wall coating for interior decorating is sold and recommended by us.
Come in and look over the new Alabastinc wall and

II

Ml

'

guaranteed for six months

G2..

ceiling designs.

Santa Fe' Hardware

&

,

o

.

KZjfJ

Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail
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